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ABSTRACT
Regression models are used in various subjects such as economics, chemistry 
and engineering. Suppose a sample is taken from a population in which regression 
parameters are of interest and the parameter space has been divided into a countable 
set of possible overlapping subsets. The problem of regions is concerned with which 
of the subsets contains the true parameter. To solve this problem a measure of 
confidence is applied to these regions. This paper develops a measure of confidence 
for regions of a parameter space for regression parameters. Some literature that 
investigates the problem of regions and the development of the confidence levels are 
discussed in this paper. We will also look at the asymptotic properties of these 
measures. Then the methods are applied to examples.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Suppose we wish to estimate a set of parameters 6 =  (Q\, 02, . . ., 9P) based upon 
X  =  {X[ , . . .  , X n}, a set of independent and identically distributed d-dimensional 
random vectors that follow a distribution F  £ J-, where J~ is a family of distribu­
tions. Define T  : T  —► such that 6 = T ( F ) where 0  =  {T(F) : F  £ F}.  The 
set 0  is called the parameter space of 6. Suppose that the parameter space 0*,, 
k = 1, 2, . . .  is a countable collection of subsets of 0  such that
OO
\ J e k = e ,
k- 1
where the sequence may not necessarily be a partition of 0  but may overlap.
The problem of interest is to determine which of the subsets the parameter 6 belongs 
to based on the sample X.  This problem of regions was introduced by Efron and 
Tibshirani (1996, 1998). It has been explored in many different applications, for 
example, in model selection and in determining the number of modes for an unknown 
density. This research will consider applying the problem of regions to regression 
problems.
Define 0 to be the “plug-in” estimator of 9 such that 9 =  T[F(X)],  where 
F  : M.dn —> T  is a function that is the estimator of F  based on the sample X . The 
basic approach to this problem is to conclude that the parameter 9 is in the region 
Qk whenever 9 is also in that region. However, that may not always be the case
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
2because of the inherent variability of 9. Another method developed by Efron and 
Tibshirani (1996, 1998) to determine if the parameter is in the region is to compute 
a measure of confidence for 9 being in the region. This is usually computed using 
the bootstrap. An alternative approach to this problem is observed confidence levels 
introduced by Polansky (2003a,b).
This research will consider regions of a parameter space for regression parame­
ters. Given a region in a regression parameter space and regression data, we wish 
to determine how confident we are that the true regression parameters are within 
a specified region. To find these confidence levels we will use bootstrap procedures 
that were introduced by Efron (1981) and Polansky (2003a,b and 2005a,b).
In Chapter 2 we review the literature that has been published that is related 
to the topic of the observed confidence levels and estimating regression parame­
ters based on resampling methods. First, we will review literature that describes 
the problem of regions. Then, we will describe the critical points using bootstrap 
methods and determine their accuracy. Finally, we will review literature that de­
fine observed confidence levels for scalar and vector parameters. In Chapter 3 we 
introduce the regression model and define the observed confidence levels for the 
parameters of a simple linear model. Chapter 4 explores finding observed confi­
dence levels for regression parameters of a multiregression model. In Chapter 5 
we demonstrate the accuracy of the observed confidence levels by simulations. Fi­
nally, Chapter 6 explains some future work on the observed confidence levels for the 
regression parameters.
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CHAPTER 2 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
This chapter reviews the literature related to the problem of interest. First, this 
review will look at early work that was done using bootstrap procedure to produce 
confidence levels for parameters and the problem of regions. Second, we will look 
at papers and books that introduce the critical points for confidence regions. Then 
we will look at the work that was done with observed confidence levels. Finally, we 
will look at work tha t has been done for regression parameters.
2.1 Problem of Regions
The primary solution to the problem of regions started with the paper by Felsen- 
stein (1985). Felsenstein’s approach was to use the bootstrap method to find the 
confidence levels that the parameter 6 is in specified regions, based on the sample 
X  =  {xi, X2 , . . . ,  xn}. First, 6 is calculated from the sample. Then B  resamples are 
taken from X.  A resample is produced by sampling from the original sample, with 
replacement, B  times to get {x \ , x £,. . .  ,x^}.  The resamples may not have all of 
the initial sample values and some sample values may be in a resample more than 
once. Then the estimator is computed on each resample to yield {#*, 9^, ■ ■ ■, Q*b}- 
Once these are calculated it is determined which of the 6£ are in the region of in­
terest. Then the confidence level is estimated to be the proportion of 01 that is in 
the desired region. This proportion is then considered the confidence level of the 
region. This concept introduced by Felsenstein (1985) was developed in order to
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
4assign confidence levels to phylogenetic trees constructed by genetic sequence data.
However, there were some questions about this method. Some researchers, Hillis 
and Bull (1993) for example, claimed that Felsenstein’s method was biased. The 
critics were saying that the probability tha t the bootstrap estimate is in the same 
region as the parameter is less than the probability that the estimate from the sample 
is in the same region as the parameter. Efron et al. (1996) explain this through 
an example. They looked at the estimation of a phylogenetic tree for the malaria 
parasite Plasmodium. The data are from 11 malaria species of the genus Plasmodium 
and 221 polytypic sites. Thus there is an 11 x 221 data matrix. Using Felsenstein’s 
method they resampled the 221 column vectors of length 11. This gives a possible 
K  =  411 — 4 column vectors for the sample. Let these vectors be X 1: X 2, . . . ,  X k - 
Each observed column of the data matrix, Xk ,  is an independent selection from 
X i ,  X 2, . . . ,  X K with probabilities ixi,. . . ,  nK, following a multinomial probability 
model. The data matrix X  then can be represented by the proportion of the n 
columns that equal each possible Xk,
fffc =  # {columns of X  equaling Xk} /n .
The possible space of 7r =  (iri, ir2, . . . ,  irK) is divided into regions 0 i ,  0 2, __  The
probability that fr*, is in each region differs from the probability that
0c =  #{columns of X *  equaling X k } /n
is in each region. Thus, 7r* has less probability than 7r of lying in the same region 
as 7T.
We can demonstrate the bias of Felsenstein’s method by another example. Sup­
pose X  ~  N(8 = 0,1) where © = R. Separate R into two regions ©i =  R _ and
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
5© 2  =  R+, then let the estimate of 9 be 9 =  x  where
P(6 g  0 !) =  P(9 g  0 2) -
However, the bootstrap estimate 9* — X*  is generated conditional on the sample X, 
that is X* ~  N(9, l) \X .  Thus,
P(9* e  Q1) = P(9* e  02) =  \
if and only if 9 — 0, but P(9 =  0) =  0 since 9 ~  iV(0,1).
Efron et al. (1996) give a simple example to explain why these confidence values 
are reasonable. Let X \  and X 2 be two independent normal random variables with 
means pi  and /x2 and variances equal to 1. That is X  ~  fV2(/x, I )  where X '  = 
( X i , X 2). The parameter space for n,  which is the real plane, is partitioned into
several regions 0 i ,© 2, __  We wish to estimate the parameter /x and determine
which region /x belongs to. Suppose that the observed value /x is in the region 0 i, 
then a confidence value can be found for the event that the parameter fj, lies in any 
region 0 j. Felsenstein’s bootstrap confidence value is the bootstrap probability that 
fj ,*  lies in a region ©l; that is,
a = Prob^ {/x* G 7Z} ,
where (x* is /x computed on X *  ~  N2(fi , I ) ,  conditional on X .  Efron et al. (1996) 
state that
We can use a Bayesian model to show that a is a reasonable assess­
ment of the probability that TZ] contains /x. Suppose we believe apriori 
that /x could lie anywhere in the plane with equal probability. Then 
having observed /x, the aposteriori distribution of /x given /x is iV2(/x, / ) ,  
exactly the same as the bootstrap distribution of jx*. In other words, a 
is the aposteriori probability of the event /x G IZi, if we begin with an 
‘uninformative’ prior density for ^x.(p.l3431)
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6This also applies to the multinomial model for the phylogenetic trees.
Efron et al. (1996) also compare Felsenstein’s bootstrap confidence value with 
a confidence level motivated by the definition of p-values in hypothesis testing. 
There is an approximate formula for converting Felsenstein’s confidence value a  
to a hypothesis-testing confidence level a. For example, consider two regions 0 i  
and 0 2 where /i G 0 j .  Let /io be the closest point in 02 to p,  $  (z) be the 
cumulative distribution function of a standard normal random variable, z =  <f>-1 (a), 
and z = <f>_1 (d). Define
z0 =  <h-1 (ProbAo {p** G 0 } ) ,
where p** is p  computed on X** ~  N 2(po,I) ,  conditional on X .  Then z  can be 
approximated in terms of z and z0 as
z ~  z — 2zo-
Efron and Tibshirani (1998) called Felsenstein’s bootstrap confidence value a  a 
“first-order” bootstrap analysis. We calculate a  as the first-order bootstrap method, 
then obtain z0 from X**, which is called the “second-order” bootstrap. The confi­
dence level is then calculated as
a  <f> {d>-1 (ct) — 2z0} .
This measure is second-order accurate to a. Efron and Tibshirani (1998) uses this 
method to calculate the frequentest confidence levels and also the Bayesian measures 
of confidence. However, the frequentest method works well for two regions but gives 
unreasonable answers for more than two regions. The Bayesian method heavily 
relies on the choice of prior.
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72.2 Critical Points
To obtain confidence intervals we use critical points that depend on the distribu­
tion o f * .  In the case of unknown distributions there is some discussion as to what 
type of critical points should be used. Hall (1988, 1992) provides the theoretical 
motivation for using these critical points through Edgeworth expansion theory.
Efron (1981) introduced bootstrap critical points for confidence regions. The 
following are five critical points that will be used in this research, percentile method 
(^back)j the percentile-f method (9Stud), the hybrid method (#hyb), the bias-corrected 
method (9[>c) and the accelerated bias-corrected method (#abc)- The following de­
scription is from Hall (1988). Assume the following distribution functions are known:
and
where the asymptotic variance is
O'
,2 lim V{nl^9)
and a is the estimate of cr. Let ga = G x(a) and ha — H  1(a) be the a-level
quantiles of G and H, respectively, and assume G and H  are continuous.
Hall (1988) defines the different critical points 9(a) with the property
P{9 < 9  (a)} 2* a.
If o is known, the ordinary critical point can be used:
#ord {a) = 9 -  n 1/2cr<7i_a .
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If a is unknown, the Studentized critical point is
4 t u d  ( a )  =  0 -  n - 1 / 2 d 7 i i _ a .
These points are exact because
P { 0  <  Ooid ( « ) }  =  P {0  <  4 tud(a)} =  ol.
If the quantiles g\_a and /ii_a are mixed up, instead of using the Studentized critical 
point, the hybrid critical point is
^hyb(a) = 0 -  n~xl2cfgx-a-
This is similar to looking up the normal tables instead of the Student’s t table. 
Also, if we look at the tables backward we would confuse /p_Q with —ga and get 
the backwards critical point:
^back(a) = & + n~1/2aga.
Therefore, d\yM± is the result of looking at the wrong tables backwards. There might 
be some error in using #back (a) to construct confidence intervals. However, we 
might be able to reduce some of these errors by using another choice of cv, such 
as p  6 (0,1), such that —g$ ~  h \ - a. This is called a bias-corrected critical point. 
Using Edgeworth expansions, the theoretical bias-corrected critical point is
0bc (« )  =  <?back {/3) =  0 +  n~1/2a [za +  n~1/2 {2 p x (0) -  px (zQ)} +  O ( n - 1 )]
and the theoretical accelerated bias-corrected critical point is
<?abc (a) =  b^ack (P) = 9 + n~1/2a {za + n~x/2qx (za) + O (rT 1) } ,
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9where pi and q\ are polynomials whose coefficients are functions of the moments 
of F. Note tha t 9&bc(a) =  4tud(ct) +  0 (n~ 3^ 2). Efron (1985) describes the bias- 
corrected bootstrap method where the distribution function F  of the sample X  is 
multivariate normal.




f rd /2 Id* -  f>\
Xrr / \ „  , n 1/2(0* -  9)H( t )  = P {  ----- ---------U t
The bootstrap estimates of ga and ha are ga =  G~l (a) and ha =  G_1(a). Thus the 
bootstrap versions of the critical points are obtained by replacing ga and ha with 
their bootstrap estimates. The bootstrap critical points are
C d  (a) = 9 - n  1/2ag1. a, 9*tud (a) =  9 -  n 1/2 a h ^
hyb^hyb (a) = 9 - n  1/2a g ^ a, 0£ack {a) = 9 +  n 1/2aga.
Hall (1988) uses Edgeworth expansion theory to compare the properties of these 
bootstrap critical values. When a is unknown, these critical values are /d^-order 
correct if the critical value is equivalent to #stud(a) + 0 (n  Using the Edge-
worth expansions and Cornish-Fisher inversion, Hall (1988) found that 9stud and 
9abc are second-order correct and that 6hyb, #back and 9\>c are usually only first-order 
correct.
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2.3 Edgeworth Expansion
In this section we will give the general idea of the Edgeworth expansions from Hall 
(1988, 1992) and Bhattacharya and Ghosh (1978). The calculations of Edgeworth 
expansions will assume the following given by Hall (1988, 1992). Let the sample 
X  =  {X1, X 2, . . . , X n} be independent and identically distributed d-dimensional 
vectors with mean fi and put X  — n~l X ,. Define 9 = f ( f i )  and a2 = 
where /  and g are known real-valued smooth functions. Then estimates of 9 and cr2 
are 9 — f ( X )  and <r2 =  g(X) ,  respectively. Let =  {dp/ d x ^  ■ ■ • d(-lp'l) f (x ) ,
Oil-iP =  f i n - i p M ,  toi-ip = E { ( X - n ){il}' ' '  { X ~ n ) {lp]}, Ci = g{i){n) and A{x) = 
f ( x )  — f (n) .  Then let A  : R6* —> M be a smooth function satisfying A{y)  =  0. Given 
U =  n ^ lE A(X) ,  then the cumulants of U are
h iU )  = E{U) = n~1/2A l +  0(n~3/2), 
k2(U) =  E( U2) - [ E ( U) } 2 = a2 + 0(71-'),
and
k3(U) = E(U3) -  3E(U2)E{U) +  2[E(U)]3 = n r 1/2A 2 + 0 ( n ”3/2), 
where a = A {n...ip)(n), a2 =  X l E W j i  M  =  |  XXnpAhf  and
A - 2 = EEE d i d j C l k ^ i j k  “J- ^  E E E E  d i d j d f c i f i - i f c l j t j i .
The Edgeworth expansions for the distributions of U/a  and Ufa  are given by 




P(U/a  < x) = <L(x) +  n~l^2qi(x)(f)(x) +  0(n^_y+1^ 2),
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respectively, for some v < 1 where 0(x) =  $ '(x), d>(x) is the standard normal 
distribution function, and pL and qt are polynomials of degree 3i — 1. The polynomials 
Pi and qi are odd for even i and even for odd i. Also, — P i ( x )  — cr_1Ai + 1 cr~3A 2( x 2 — 
1) and pi(x) -  q j ( x )  =  - |c r “3(X] £
Define x a , ya and z a by
P{U/a < x a) =  P(U /a  < ya) =  ${za) =  a.
The inversion of the Edgeworth expansions are the Cornish-Fisher expansions de­
fined as
V




Va = za + ^ 2 'n ~ l/2qil(za) +  0 (n “ ("+1)/2),
i=i
where the polynomials pn and qn are of degree i + 1 and are related to the polyno­
mials pi  and qi} respectively. For example,
P n { x )  =  - P i ( x )
and
P 2 l { x )  = p 1{ x ) p [ ( x )  -  ^XPi(x)2 ~ p 2(x) .
There are similar results for qn and q2i ■
2.4 Observed Confidence Levels
Once the critical values are known then we can determine the observed confidence 
levels of the regions desired. The method for calculating the observed confidence 
levels is based on the research by Polansky (2003 a,b). Let C(u i , . . . ,  ujq) be a 100a%
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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confidence region for the parameter 6 based on the sample X.  The parameters u;*, 
i =  1 control  the confidence level, location, shape, and orientation of the 
confidence region. Suppose there exist a* £ (0,1) and u n , . . .  ,u>iq £ such that 
C ( u n , . . .  LUiq) =  ©j for a specified parameter region 0 ; for i =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  conditional 
on the sample X.  Then cr* is the observed confidence level for the region 0j.
First, we will look at the observed confidence level for a scalar parameter that 
was introduced by Polansky (2005a). The development of the observed confidence 
levels is computed using the theoretical critical points defined by Hall (1988) given 
in Section 2.2. Polansky (2005a) develops a two-sided confidence interval from 
these critical points. Let u>i £ (0,1) and lo2 £ (0,1) such that u)2 — u)\ £ (0,1). 
Then a 100 {ui2 — uii)% confidence interval for 6 when a is known is Cord (^ 1 ,^ 2 ) =  
$ord (^ 1 ) , $ord (^ 2 ) • In the same way, the critical points #stud, $hyb and 6 ^ ck yield 
the confidence intervals Cstud (^ 1 , uj2), Chyb (^'1 , ^’2 ) and Cback (^ 1 , ^’2 ), respectively. 
Consider an interval region 0*. =  (t ^ , t u ) where t i  < ty.  To obtain the observed 
confidence level for this region using the ordinary critical point, let
and
t v = 9 - n  1/2ag1_UJ2.
Solving for uj\ and u 2 then setting a ord (©*) =  lu2 — uj\ yields
®ord (O k )  G n






where Gn and ga are as defined in Section 2.2. The observed confidence levels cor­
responding to the Studentized, hybrid and backwards theoretical points are derived 
in a similar way.
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If the distribution F  is unknown, Polansky (2005a) shows how to use the normal 
approximation to find these observed critical values. This follows from the Central 
Limit Theorem. Assuming a smooth function a2 > 0 and ^  0 we have
n ll2{6 — 9) Z
a
and
n l/2{9 — 9)
a
$
n 1/2(9 -  tL) n 1/2(9 -  t v )
a a
as n —» oo, where Z is the standard normal random variable. This implies that 
Gn ~  and Hn ~  $(f) for large n. Using the Studentized critical point, the 
normal approximation for the critical level to compute the observed confidence level 
of 0^ yields
<fistud(<9fc)  =  
If the normal distribution is not an accurate approximation to Gn, the bootstrap 
method can be used. Consider a resample X * =  {AT*,. . . ,  X*},  conditional on the 
original sample X,  where the distribution of X* is F  based on the original sample X.  
Let 9* be the estimate of the parameter computed on X* and a* be the estimated 
standard error of the parameter 9* computed on the sample X*. Thus the bootstrap 
estimate of Gn and Hn is given by
V / 2( r  -  9)
and
Gn (<) =  P




n 1/2 (§* -  Q)
< t X
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Then the estimated observed confidence levels based on the bootstrap ordinary
theoretical point is
Gn
n l/2{9 -  tL)
- G n n 1/2(<? -  tv )a a
Using the bootstrap Studentized, hybrid and backwards critical points would result 
in similar expressions.
Polansky (2005a) gives an order of accuracy for these observed confidence lev­
els. Suppose a region 0*, corresponds to a 100a% confidence interval for 6; the 
observed confidence level then should be a. Let C(ui.u^) be a confidence interval 
for 6. Then a measure of the observed confidence level, a, is considered accurate if 
a  [C((Ui,(u2)] =  a, whenever a = u>2 — ^ i- This measure a  is said to be kth order 
accurate if a  u^)] =  a  +  0{n~k!2). This order of accuracy is derived from 
the Edgeworth expansion method. Using the normal approximations the confidence 
level Qfhyb yields first-order accuracy. Similarly, the confidence level ctback also yields 
first-order accuracy. When using the bootstrap approximation when Gn and Hn are 
unknown, the Student confidence level a stud is second-order accurate and «hyb and 
aback are both first-order accurate. .
There are two other critical points that were previously mentioned. These are 
the bias-corrected critical point 9 ^  and the accelerated bias-corrected critical point 
0abc • The observed confidence level based on the bias-corrected critical point from 
Polansky (2005a) is
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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where 5bc = 2$ 1 [Gn (0)] is the bias correction. Then the observed confidence level 
based on the accelerated bias-corrected critical point is







2  ^ bc  1
X.
1  +  a<f>- 
• h - 1 G
/  r P / l ^ u - e )  
n  I a ): !  -  2 ' J° C —  2 ^bc.
o ^ b c
1 6 ,
1  +  a< & - 1 [G„ (",2<r>)] !  .  22 ^ be
where a is the acceleration coefficient and is defined by Hall (1988) to be
a =  n ~ l l 2 z ~ 2[ p i { z a ) +  qi(za) -  2pi(0)].
Polansky (2005a) shows that ctbc is first-order accurate and that a abc is second-order 
accurate.
The previous methods were for scalar parameters. Polansky (2005b) derives 
observed confidence levels for vector parameters 6 where A' is a set of random 
vectors. Let £  be the asymptotic covariance of n l/'20 such that
£  =  l imn —» oo y ( n 1/,20).
Define Gn and Hn as
Gn{t) = P [n 1/2£ “ 1/2(0 - 0 ) < t  X  ~  F]
and
Hn(t) = P [ n l / 2 ± - 1/2{ e  - 0 ) < t  X  ~  F\ ,
and let gn(t) and hn(t) be the p-dimensional densities corresponding to Gn[t) and 
Hn(t), respectively. Define Qa to be any region in Mp that satisfies
P [n 1/2£ “ 1/2(0 -  9) G g o X  ~ F }  = a
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and H a to be a region of M.p that satisfies
P[n1/2t ~ 1/2(0 - 0 ) e n a X  ~ F ]  = a
where £  is the estimated covariance of 0 based on the sample X.  The multivariate 
analog of the ordinary confidence interval is
and when £  is unknown the multivariate analog of the Studentized confidence in­
terval is given by
Then an observed confidence level for 0*,, given that the density gn{t) corresponding 
to Gn(t) is known, yields
If gn(t) is unknown then we can approximate it with a p-variate standard normal 
density. Similar results are given for the other confidence levels using the Student 
and hybrid critical points.
If gn(t) is unknown and the normal approximation is not considered accurate 
enough, Polansky (2005b) proposes using the bootstrap method to compute the 
observed critical values. Let 0* be the estimate of the parameter 0 based on the b 
resamples X * , i = 1, . . .  ,b. Then the bootstrap estimates of Gn and Hn are
C o r d ( a )  =  { 0  -  n ~ l l 2 Y } I H  : t e g a }
Cstud(a) = { 0 -  n - 1/2£ 1/2t  : t  e  H a}.
Gn(t) = P[n1/2± ~ 1/2(0* -  0) < t\X* ~  F , X]
and
Hn{t) = P [n1/2£*~1/2(£T -  0) < t\X* ~  F , X],
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where S* is the asymptotic covariance matrix computed on the resample X*. Then 
the bootstrap estimates of a - o r c ^ 0 *:) and c t st u d ( 0 fc) a r e
« o r d ( 0 fc) =  [  9n{t)dt,./n1/2s-i/2(0_©j£)
« s t u d ( © f c )  =  f  hn(t)dt,Jn1/2S -1/2(0_©fe)
and
«hyb(0 fc) =  /  9n(t)dt.
Jn } /2S - i / 2(0 - e fc)
An additional measure is based on the backwards (percentile) method introduced 
by Efron and Tibshirani (1998). Given Vn(t) =  P(9 < t \X  ~  F) with a density (or 
mass function) vn(t), the bootstrap estimate is Vn(t) — P(0* < t\X* ~  F, X)  with 
density vn(t). Then a confidence region based on the bootstrap percentile method 
is given by any region Va such that
/ vn(t)dt = a. 
Jva
Setting VQ =  0 fc we get the percentile observed confidence level,
«perc(0 fc) =  [  d)n{t)dt.
dek
The bootstrap estimates of gn(t) and hn(t) may not exist in a closed form. To 
approximate these estimates, let X* ~  F  conditional on X  for % =  1 , . . . ,  b and let 
6* be 6 computed on X*. Then gn(t) and hn(t) can be approximated by
i = i
and
M Q - b - ' Y ,  l [ n 1/2S  ( 6 ; - 6 )  = t
0
hn(t ) « b-1 i  \nl/2t *  (e* - e } = t
i =  1
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Let I be the indicator function. The following are approximations of the observed 
confidence levels for 0 :^
b
a'„d (©*) «  V 1 [» -  £ ( f t  _  e  0 l j _
i—1 
b
Ky A®k )  «
i—1 
6




«i„d (©0 = V1 [e - i ^ s - v 2 (0; - e) e e* .
i = l
Polansky (2005b) defines a measure of accuracy for these observed confidence 
levels which is similar to the univariate case. Using the Edgeworth expansion theory 
from Hall (1992), Polansky shows that d*rd and a*tud are second-order accurate in 
probability. The hybrid bootstrap expansion d byb, the percentile d*erc and the 
normal approximation dstud are all first-order accurate in probability.
2.5 Regression
This section reviews some of the literature that uses the bootstrap method with 
regression models. Wu (1986a) demonstrates the effect of different resampling meth­
ods in the context of regression models. Liu (1988) shows a weighted variance esti­
mate of the regression parameters. Hall (1992) develops the accuracy of the critical 
points for the regression parameters.
Wu (1986a) first considers the linear regression model Y  =  ( 3X +  e. Define (3 
as a k x 1 vector of parameters and e as an n x 1 vector of errors with mean zero 
and covariance matrix S . The least squares estimate of /3 is /3 =  { X ' X ) ~ l X ' Y ,
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where X '  = ( x i , . . . ,  xn) and Y '  = (y i , . . . ,  yn). One proposal is to resample the 
pairs Zj =  (xi; yt) for i =  1 , . . . ,  n.
Wu (1986a) defines resampling as follows. A resample of Z\ — (xi, y \ z n =  
(xn,yn) is a reweighted version of (zl)i with weight P* > 0, where the vector 
P* = (Pj*,. . . ,  P*) is called a resampling vector. For each P*, the corresponding 
least squares estimate (3* is based on the P* copies of the pair (xj ,^).  That is,
(3* = ( X 'D * X ) ~ 1 X ' D * Y ,
where D* = diag(PC,. . . ,  P*). In the case of a bootstrap sample, P* =  ( P f , . . . ,  P*) 
has a multinomial distribution with P* = 1/n, where * indicates that the random 
mechanism in the association is computed with respect to the joint distribution 
of (P2*)" = 1  based on a resampling procedure, conditional on X  and Y .  Let the 
expectation under this distribution be represented by F*. Then Wu (1986a) suggests 
the following assumptions for these resampling procedures:
1 . F* ( n j =i Fj*) =  a,k > 0  is independent of the subset (*i,. . . ,  **,), where k =  
number of unknown parameters in the regression model.
2 . The n random variables {P*}'ll=l are exchangeable and
Prob* (support size of P* > k) > 0, 
where the support size of P* is the total number of Fs with P* > 0.
One of the resampling methods that meets these assumptions is the standard boot­
strap resampling method. Wu (1986a) describes this bootstrap method as drawing 
an independent and identically distributed sample (x^, y{) , . . . ,  (x*, y*) from the
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original sample (xj, ?/,), i =  1, ,n  with replacement. In this case, the resampling 
vector P* has a multinomial distribution. Because Assumption 1 is satisfied for this 
method of resampling and Wu (1986a) shows that if X ' D * X  is nonsingular then
~ _  E, \X 'D *X \I3*  
E* \X 'D * X \
and \X 'D * X \  is defined to be 0 if X  D * X  is singular, where /3 is a reweighted 
average for (3*.
Wu (1986a) derives a bootstrap variance estimator for (3. The unweighted v* 
and weighted bootstrap variance v*, estimators are
v * = E , ( (3 * - l3 ) ( (3 * -0 ) ’,




. l — l /  2—1
Wu (1986a) points out that these variance estimators are generally biased. The rea­
son for this is because the least squares estimator (3* is not exchangeable. However, 
Wu (1986a) states that v* may be robust against error variance heteroscedasticity.
Because of the so-called bias in the bootstrap, Wu (1986a) also presents the 
jackknife variance estimator for (3 by retaining r  samples:
V j , r ( $ )  =  w s ( P s  ~  P ) ( P s  -  P ) ,
T
where ws oc |X 'X S|, ws = 1 and
A=/3 +(^ ±iyv-/i).
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Wu (1986a) uses these variance estimators to derive the following confidence intervals 
for f3 where ta is the upper a  percentage point of a f-distribution with n — 3 degrees 
of freedom:
Delete-1 jackknife: j3 ±  ta \ J v j n_i(f3),
Retain- 8  jackknife: p  ±  ta y  vjs(P),
Bootstrap variance: P ±  tay/vb, 
and
Bootstrap percentile: [CDFB_1 (a), CDFB_1(1 — a)].
Liu (1988) describes a bootstrap estimate for Var(/3) for a simple linear model 
Yi = Pxi + ej, where P is the least squares estimate of P and
EIL iVar (p)
( X ^ . d ) '
Let rj =  Yi — XiP be the residuals, then a bootstrap sample is Y* = XiP +  r* 
where is a random sample from the empirical distribution function of
(d  ~ L„),. . .  ,(rn — f n). Then the bootstrap estimate of P is P* based on the Y*' s. 
Thus the bootstrap variance of P* is
n~l T r U ^ - r n?Var (p*) = 2X 2z^ j= 1
n  2  2
which is asymptotically equal to ryy1 x* aA . Thus this is not a consistent estimator for 
the standard error of p. Liu (1988) suggests that instead of taking a random sample 
from the empirical distribution function of (ri — f n) , . . . ,  (rn — rn), the empirical




is used. This results in the variance of this bootstrap estimate to be
E i ,  ( E ”„  *?»?)*Var(/3") =
( e ; = , 4 )  ( e ^ * ?f ^  + o p ( n - ) .  
( E " . 1 1 ?
2
Consider a linear multivariate regression model of the form
Y, =  /30 +  Xj/3 +  £j,
where Y*, /3o, and e* are q x 1 vectors; (3 is a p x 1 vector; and x  ^ is a q x p matrix. 
We will first look at the confidence intervals for the slope parameter /3, then look 
at the intercept parameter (3$.
Freedman (1981) makes a distinction between regression and correlation models, 
for the regression model F  is the distribution function of We assume that F  has 
mean 0 and finite unknown variance a2. Using the bootstrap idea we replace the 
unknown distribution function F  by the empirical distribution function F. Then F  
is the empirical distribution function for the residuals
^  -  0o -  x {/3,
for i — 1 , . . . ,  n, where /30 and (3 are the least squares estimates of (3o and (3. Thus, 
in the case of the multivariate linear regression model, the residuals e, are resampled 
as suggested by Liu (1988). Whereas in the case of the correlation model F  is the 
distribution function of (X2, Y,), i =  1 , . . . ,  n, so in this case the pairs (X,, Yj) are 
resampled.
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Hall (1992) determines that confidence intervals for the intercept of the regres­
sion model and regression mean have the same coverage error of at most 0 (n-1). 
However, in the case of slope parameters the coverage error for confidence intervals 
are of order of at most 0 (n~2). Hall (1992) discusses in detail the bootstrap esti­
mation of the slope parameter for the regression model. We will first look at the 
arguments that Hall (1992) made for the bootstrap estimate of the slope parameter 
for the regression model. Define
Y* =  A) +  x i/3 +  £* 
for i =  1 , . . . ,  n as the bootstrap realization of Y*  conditional on
A' =  {(x1, Y 1) , . . . , ( x niY„)}.
First consider the case of simple linear regression. Let p  =  q =  1 so that
i i  =  Y i - Y  -  (xi  -  x )  f a ,




ax = n - ' ^ h i x t - x ) 2 .
i= 1
Let 9 =  Pi] thus the slope estimate in this case is
n
0 =  °~x2n~X Y I  - x )  { Y i - Y )
i = 1
and the bootstrap estimate of the slope parameter is
n
r  =  a,-2n - '  (x, -  x) (y ;  -  ? ’) .
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Notice that Var($) =  n - 1/ 2 <r“2 cr2.
Hall (1992) defines ga and ha as quantiles of the distributions of
n 1/2(9 -  9)ax 
a
and
n 1/2(9 -  d)ox 
a
so that
P < 9aJ = p j d f c K  < M  _ Q_
and their bootstrap estimates ga and ha so that 
for a  € (0 , 1 ).
Hall (1992) defines the one-sided hybrid confidence interval denoted / i ,  the Stu- 
dentized confidence intervals denoted J\ and the backwards confidence interval de­
noted / i 2 as the bootstrap confidence intervals for the slope parameter 6. The 
intervals below demonstrate how the critical points for these confidence intervals 
are used:
I\ =  oo, 9 — r C ^ o ^ a u i - ^ j  ,
Ji = oo,9 — n ^ ^ c r ^ a v i - a ' j  ,
and
I 12 = oo, 9 + n~xl2o~X( j u ^  .
Hall (1992) describes the Studentized interval as
J\ =  oo, 9 — n~x^ o x
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where the bootstrap Studentized interval J\ is the bootstrap estimate of J\. The 
coverage for the Studentized interval is exact. That is, P{0 e  J\) =  a. Hall (1992)
shows using Edgeworth expansions that J\ is second-order correct for J\ and I\ is
second-order correct of J\. An interval is kth-order correct for A if the endpoints of 
the intervals agree up to and including terms of order nk^2. That is, the difference 
between the endpoints of the intervals are 0 (n“ f^c+1^ 2).
The backwards confidence interval is not second-order correct. However, Hall 
(1992) mentions that this can be overcome by using the bias-corrected confidence 
interval. Therefore, Hall (1992) uses the accelerated bias-corrected interval defined 
by
-fabc ( OOj 2/abc,a) i
where
Z/abc,a =  H ~ l  (<E> [rh +  ( rh  +  z a ) { l  -  a ( m  +  zQ)}-1]) ,
H(x) = p ( § *  < x\a )  ,
and
m = { # ( 0 )} ,
where a — — 7 7 3 . is called the acceleration coefficient, 7  =  n r 1 X u li ( ^ / ^ ) 3
a n d 7 x =  n~l ^ ”= 1  /ax}^■ Hall (1992) shows that Jabc is third-order correct.
Hall (1992) also considers the coverage accuracy of these confidence intervals. It 
appears that A has coverage error 0 (n ~ l ). Hall (1992) states that this is no surprise 
because A is second-order correct to the Studentized interval A . Since Jabc is third-
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order correct to 71; that implies that / abc also has coverage error 0 (n  1). Even
though J\ is second-order correct for J 1; the coverage error is actually 0 (n ~ 3/2).
Hall (1992) remarks that since Y^i=i(x i ~~ x ) =  0 there is symmetry in the design 
points and the slope has some unusual properties. These unusual properties cause 
the order of accuracy to be higher than normal. The unusual properties of bootstrap 
confidence intervals for a slope parameter do not apply to the confidence interval 
for the intercept parameter or E(T |x). Let
i— 1
The variance of yo is n ~ 1 G 2 G 2 , thus a one-sided bootstrap Studentized confidence 
interval for y0 is
Hall (1992) also examines the multivariate regression model defined earlier. The
yo = E  (Y\x  =  x 0) = Po + xofii
so the estimate of the mean value would be
Vo — Po +  xoPi ■
If we take x0 = 0 then yo = Po- Thus estimating the intercept parameter is a special
case of estimating the mean.
Define for general y0 •
Vi =  a x 2 { O o  -  x)  ( xi  x )  T  g 2 }
for i =  1 , . . . ,  n and
n
Ji =  ( oo, y0 -  n 1G G y V 1- a )  •
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least squares estimate of /30, /3, and X are
n
(3 =  £ ' V 1 £  ( * ,  -  x ) T ( Y . - Y ) ,
i= 1
Po = Y  — ^/3,
and
X =  n _1 ^ e i e f ,
i= 1
where Xx =  n _ 1  ^  (aq — x ) T (aq — cc) and £* =  Y) — /§o — aq/3, for i =  1 , . . . ,  n. 
Define
n




V  =  n _1 ^  (aq — x ) T X  (xi -  x ) .
i—1
Thus the variance matrix of /3 is n ^ X ^ V X ”1, the standardized version of /3 is 
and the Studentized version is
n ' l * V z ' V V ? ) - W ( p - l ) ) .
The conclusion of accuracy is similar to the univariate case.
Booth and Hall (1993) develop confidence intervals for regression models that 
have errors in the covariates. So instead of the linear equation Y  =  X f i  + e, the true 
linear relationship is given by V  = a + bU, where X  =  U +  £ and Y  = V  +  T] and 
U, £, and 77 are independent random variables with means p, 0 and 0  and variances 
afj, and a^, respectively. Let A =  cr^/cr|; then a range of functional values can be
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estimated given by (ax +  bxu, A G A). This assumes that the true ratio variance is 
A. Let A =  [Ai ,A2] and U = [111, 112], A C  [0,oo) and U C  ( — 0 0 , 0 0 ) .  The confidence 
band for v = a + bu overvalues u in the interval U., under the hypothesis that A € A
is
B = {(u ,v ):  pi (it) <  v < g2{u), u £ IA},
where
9i (u) = inf{dA +  bxu -  n 1/2tujx(u)},AeA
g2(u) =  sup{dA +  bxu -  n 1/2tu}X(u)}] 
AeA
cux(u) is the asymptotic variance of
n 1/2 [dx + bxu -  (ax +  bxu)];
and t is the solution of the equation
n l!2[ax +  bxu -  (ax +  bxu)]P  •( sup
ueu,  AeA
< t > =  Q.u x (u)
In the case where A is not given, this confidence band is estimated. Thus Booth 
and Hall (1993) used the percentile-t bootstrap confidence band to find a bootstrap 
estimate for B. However, the percentile-f only produces first-order corrected regions.
There is additional research that addresses the issue of confidence regions for the 
estimation of regression parameters. Adkins and Hill (1990) demonstrate how to use 
the bootstrap estimate to determine a confidence ellipsoid for regression parameters. 
Freedman and Peters (1984) look at the standard error of the regression parameter 
and compares conventional asymptotic estimates of standard error to the bootstrap 
method.
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CHAPTER 3
OBSERVED CONFIDENCE LEVELS FOR SIMPLE 
LINEAR MODEL PARAMETERS
In this chapter we discuss different methods for obtaining observed confidence 
levels of regression parameters for a simple linear model. First, we will develop the 
observed confidence levels based on confidence regions of regression model parame­
ters. Second, we develop the asymptotic accuracy for these confidence levels. Last, 
some examples will be shown.
3.1 Observed Confidence Levels
We will look at the observed confidence levels for regression parameters of a 
linear model defined by
Y  =  X{3 + e, (3.1.1)
where Y  is a n x 1 random vector, /3 is a k x 1 vector of unknown parameters, X 
is a n  x (k +  1) matrix, and e is a n x 1 random vector where E(e) = 0. To find 
the observed confidence levels of the regression parameters we will use a method 
developed by Polansky (2003b). Let C{u\,U2 ) be a 100a% confidence region for 
/3 based on the sample X  =  {(X^, Y*) , i  =  1 , . . . ,  n}. Then let F  be the empirical 
distribution of the residual vector
£ = Y  -  X/3
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defined by
F(t) = n 1 y  I  (gj < t), i £ {1 . . . .  , n},
i= 1
where I  is the indicator function and 0  is the least squares estimate of (3.
As a special case, consider a simple linear regression model where k =  1 . Let
Vt =  Po + x,0i  +  £i, i e  {1 , . . ., n}. (3.1.2)
As previously discussed, we will develop observed confidence levels for the slope 
and for the intercept parameters separately. First, we will consider the observed 
confidence levels for the slope parameter 0\. Let 0 =  /fi; from Hall (1992), <r2 and 
al  are defined in Section 2.5. Define
0 = a ^ n  1 ^  (xi -  x) (yt -  y), (3.1.3)
1 = 1
where the variance of 6 is n ax a . Define the distributions,
n l/2ax(9 -  0)
Gn = P < ta (3.1.4)
and
H„ = P n 1/2ax(9 -  9) < t (3.1.5)
where ga = G~1(a) and ha = H~x{a) for a  G (0 ,1 ).
To obtain the observed confidence levels for 9, consider the theoretical critical 
points defined by Hall (1988). First is the exact critical point for the case where a 
is known, called the ordinary critical point, and defined by
^ord(a) = 9 - n  1/2ax 1° 9 i - c (3.1.6)
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Next is the exact critical point for the case where a  is unknown, called the Studen­
tized critical point, and defined by
&tud(a) = 9 -  n~x/2a~xa h i -a. (3.1.7)
Other critical points also available for the case when er is unknown. These are the 
hybrid critical point,
Ohyb(a) = 9 -  n~xl2a~xa g ^ a, (3.1.8)
and the backwards critical point,
^back(a) = 0 + n~x/2a~xaga. (3.1.9)
Two-sided confidence intervals can then be constructed from these critical points 
as demonstrated previously. Let u>\ e  (0,1) and u 2 E (0,1) such that uj2 — uji € 
(0 , 1 ), then C s tu d ^ i,^ )  =  [^stud(^i), AstudM] is a 1 0 0 (u;2 -u;i)%  confidence interval 
for 6  when a  is unknown. Also, it follows that Chyb ( w i , ^ 2 ) a n d  C b a c k ^ i ,^ 2 ) are 
approximate confidence intervals for 0 based on the hybrid and backwards theoretical 
critical points respectively.
For a region ©*. =  (t^, tu) we desire to know the observed confidence levels corre­
sponding to the theoretical critical points that were introduced previously. Setting 
=  Cord{u1:uj2) yields
tL = 6 -  n~x,2o~xagi-.Wl (3.1.10)
and
t v =  9 -  n~xl2o~xo g x -w  (3.1.11)
Solving for u\ and u 2 in Equations (3.1.10) and (3.1.11) yields
n x/2a x (§ -  t L )
Ul\ — 1 — Gn
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and
0J2 — 1 — G7j
n 1/2ax{6 -  t v )
The observed confidence level that corresponds to the ordinary critical point is
(3.1.12)U)2 — — Gn





A similar algorithm is used to develop the observed confidence levels based on 
the other critical points. Let =  9 — n _1//2 cr“ 1d/i1 _ a,1 and tu — 9 — n~1^ 2a~la h i ^ 2, 
then the observed confidence level that corresponds to the Studentized critical point
is
Lily — U!\ — Hn
n 1/2ax(9 -  tL)
- H n
n1/2ax(9 -  t v )
a a
(3.1.13)
Also, using the hybrid critical points, let tL = 9 — n~l/2a~lagi_ui and tu =  
9 — n~x!2a~xag\-W2. The observed confidence level that corresponds to the hybrid 
theoretical critical point is
^ 1 /2  „ (a 4 \ 1  r . 1 /2 .  (q + \~
(3.1.14)
Last, for the backwards critical points, let =  9 + r T ^ ^ a ^ a g ^  and tu =  9 + 
n ^ ^ a ^ a g ^ .  The observed confidence level that corresponds to the backwards 
theoretical critical point is
U! 2 — Wi — Gn
n ll2ox{9 -  tL) 1 3
n1/2ax(9 -  tu)
0 0
Q;back(Ofc) CO‘2 LU\ Gr,
n l/2ax{tu -  9) ~ G n n l/2ox{tL -  9)a a
(3.1.15)
When the distribution F  is unknown, the distributions of Gn and Hn will usu­
ally also be unknown. Therefore, where F  is unknown, we need to estimate or 
approximate the observed confidence levels. One way to approximate the observed
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confidence levels is based on the Central Limit Theorem. Assuming the smooth 
function model described in Section 2.4, a 2 > 0 and ^  0, then
n lt2(0 -  9)
and




as n —> oo, where Z is the standard normal random variable. This implies that 
Gn(t) ~  and Hn(t) ~  4>(f), where <f> is the distribution function of the stan­
dard normal distribution. Therefore, using the normal approximations yields the 
following estimated observed confidence levels:
d 0r d ( © f c )  —  $
n 1/2ax(9 -  tL)




bstud(Ofc) d:hyb(0 fc) dbaci{(Ofc)
$
n1/2ax{9 -  tL)
-  4>
n1/2ax(9 -  t v )
a a
(3.1.17)
If the normal approximations are not accurate enough, another way to estimate 
the observed confidence levels is by using the bootstrap method. To use the boot­
strap method for a regression model, let { e ^ , . . . ,  £*t } be in independent and identi­
cally distributed sample from Fn, the empirical distribution function of { f i , . . . ,  £n}. 
The bootstrap regression model is
y* = j30 +  x %9 +  e*, i e  {1, . . .  ,n}, 
and the bootstrap estimate of the slope parameter is
71
0* =  °x'2n~l _  y*)- (3.1.18)
i=i
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Thus the bootstrap estimate of Gn is given by 
n ^ 2ax(e* -  d)
Gn(t) =  P < ta { e l l < i < n } ~ F , X , Y (3.1.19)
Similarly, the bootstrap estimate of Hn is given by 
n 1/2ax{9* -  9)
Hn(t) = P < ta* { e l l < i < n } ~ F , X , Y (3.1.20)
where a*2 = n  1 YTi=\{y* -  V* ~ (xl - x )9 * } 2. Define ga =  Gnl {a) and ha =  Hn l (a) 
for a  G (0,1), conditional on X  and Y .  The bootstrap estimates of the theoretical 
critical points are
^rd(a ) = 9 ~  n - W a - ' c f o - a ,  
9stud(«) = 9 -  n~1/‘2a~1ahi_a,





^back(a) =  9 +  n l/2ox laga. (3.1.24)
The estimated observed confidence levels based on the above bootstrap critical 
points are




“ o rd  ( © f c )  —  G n
n 1/2ox{9 -  tL)
~ G n
n1/2ax{9 -  t v )
a a
a ; t u d ( ® k )  =  H n
n 1/2ax(9 -  tL)
~ H n
n1/2ox(9 -  tv )
o a
&Lb(et) = g„ n lf2ox{9 -  tL) Gn n 1/2ox(9 -  tu)
and
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3.2 Asymptotic Accuracy
The observed confidence levels defined in Section 3.1 are based on different theo­
retical critical points and methods of approximation. Therefore, we want to compare 
the different methods for computing observed confidence levels by a measure of ac­
curacy. Given a region 0 fc that corresponds to a 100a% confidence interval for 9, 
the observed confidence level of 0^ should be a. That is, an observed confidence 
level is accurate if it is equal to a  when applied to a 100a% confidence region. When 
cr is known, Cord(^i, <^2) will be used as the standard confidence interval for 9. Thus 
when u 2 — <jJ\ =  a, an observed confidence level a  is accurate if b[Cord(u;i, u2)} =  oc. 
Similarly, if cr is unknown, Cstud(^i, ^ 2 ) will be used as the standard confidence inter­
val for 9. Thus, when a  =  uj2 — ui\, the measure a  is accurate if a[Cstud(^i, ^ 2 )] =  a - 
By this definition, a ord and a stud are accurate for the cases when a is known or 
unknown, respectively. If a  is not accurate we can measure the order of accuracy 
based on asympotic expansions. In the case where a is known, a  is said to be kth- 
order accurate if d[Cord(u;i,^ 2 )] =  a  +  0 ( n ~k/2) as n —> 0 0 . In the case where <7 
is unknown, a  is said to be A:4h-order accurate if d[Cstud(wi,oj2)} = a  + 0(n~k^2) as 
n —» 0 0 .
We will use the Edgeworth expansion theory to calculate the order of accuracy. 
This theory was discussed by Bhattacharya and Ghosh (1978) and Hall (1988, 1992). 
Following the procedure outlined in Section 2.3, let U =  n~x^ 2(9 — 9) and Var($) =
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n ox a . Then the Edgeworth expansion for Gn(t) for u > 1 is
Gn(t) = P




where <f>(t) is the density of the standard normal distribution. Similarly, the Edge- 
worth expansion for Hn(t) for v > 1 is
n 1/2ax(9 -  6)Hn(t) =  P < t
$(t)  +  n - l/2qz(t)(f)(t) +  0{n~{y+1)l2). (3.2.2)
i=i
Hall (1992) derives the polynomials pi, q1, p2 and q2 for the slope parameter as
Pi(t) = 9i(*) =  - ^ 7 7 x(t2 ~  1),
p2(t) = - t ^ k(kx +  3)(t2 -  3) +  ^ 7 27x(^ 4 -  !0 i2 +  15)
and
q2(t) = - t 2  +  ^ ( KKx +  6 )(f2 -  3) +  ^ 7 2 7 2 (f4 -  10t2 +  15)





7 t =  n
K
E( e / a f ,
i= 1
E{e/a)A -  3,
and
= n 1 ^ { 2 7  -  x / a x}A -  3.
2 =  1
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The bootstrap versions of these Edgeworth expansions are









where the polynomials pi, (]\, /b and q-2 are estimated by using the sample residuals
as
Pi(t) = Qi(t) =  - - 7 7 x(t2 -  1 ),




q2(t) = - t 2 +  ~ ^ KKx +  6) ^  ~  3) +  ^ 7 27x(t4 -  10t2 +  15)
2 =  1
K = n 1 ^ ( £ t/ d ) 4 -  3.
i=l
The polynomials pi and are similar to pl and q, except that we are using the 
moments of the sample residuals from the distribution of F  to determine these
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polynomials. Therefore, px = Pi + Op(n~1//2) and g* =  qr +  Op(n~1/2). Then the
bootstrap versions of Gn and Hn are second-order correct in probability since
G n ( t )  =  d , ( t ) + n “ 1/2[p1(f) +  O p( n r 1/2)]0 ( t )  +  O ( n “ 1)
=  <F(f) +  n~1/2Pl(t)(f)(t) +  Op(n~l ) (3.2.8)
=  Gn(t) +  O p ( n - 1 )
and
£„(«) =  $(t) +  n - 1/2 [g1 (t) +  Op(n - 1/2 )]0 (t) +  O (n -1)
=  $(£) +  n~1/2qi(t)<j>(t) +  Op(it.-1) (3.2.9)
=  Hn{i) + Op{n~l ).
The Cornish-Fisher inversions of G„ and H„ are
ga = zc +  ^ n  l/2pll(za) + 0 (n  ^ +1)/2)
2— 1
=  za - n  1/2pi(za) + 0 ( n  *) (3.2.10)
and
K  =  za +  n l/2qn{za) +  Q(n~ ( v + l ) / 2 \
i= 1
=  za - n  1/2qi(za) + 0 ( n  x), (3.2.11)
where ^ ( 2 Q) =  cr, P u ( t )  =  — p i ( t )  and q u ( t ) =  — q i ( t ) .  The bootstrap versions are
V
ga =  za + '^2 n~%l2pn{za) +  0{n~(l>+l)/2)
2 —  1
=  za -  n~1,2pi(za) + 0 ( n ~ l ) (3.2.12)
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and
h a  =  Za +  t/2gn(za) +  0 ( n  (iy+1)/2)
i =1
=  za -  n~1/2q1(za) + O ^ 1). (3.2.13)
Notice that pi = pi + 0 p(n~1^ 2) and qi = qi + 0 p(n_1//2), so this results in
9a = zct- n ~ ll2\p1{za) + 0 p{n~ll2)} + 0 { n ' '1)
=  zQ -  n~l/2p l (zct) +  Op{n~l ) (3.2.14)
and
ha = za - n ~ 1/2[q1(za) + Op(n~1/2)} + 0 ( n ~ 1)
= za -  n ^ ^ q ^ Z a )  + O ^ n " 1). (3.2.15)
We will use these expansions to obtain the order of accuracy for the observed con­
fidence levels based on the critical points 9OI<j, 0st.ud, $hyb and $back-
First, we look at the observed confidence levels based on the normal approxima­
tions. Suppose a is known and a = oj2 — u>i, then we use the interval Cord (^ i,<^ 2 ) =
[^ord(<^i)5 0Ord(<^2)] using Equation (3.1.6). Thus, the accuracy of the approximate 
observed confidence level is
aord[£ord(^i,u;2)] =  4 ) | n . 1/2<Tx$  ~  |  -  $  ~  |
=  ^ (S i-u J  -  ®(gi-Lu2)- (3.2.16)
Then using the Taylor expansion for the standard normal distribution $(t),
$ (0 i-w) =  $[zi_w- r a _1/2pi(;Zi_w) +  0 (n -1)]
=  ^{z\-S)  ~  n~l/2(t){zi^)pi(2 1 - 0,) +  0 (n _1) (3.2.17)
=  1 -  to -  n ’ 1/2^(z i-o ,)P i(2 :i-o ,)  +  0 ( n ^ 1).
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Therefore,
dord [f^ ord ( ^ 1  7 ^ 2 )] OL Tl  ^ \<f){^ Z\—u}^ ^ Pl (-Zl—ujj )
- ^ ( z i - u jp i  (*!_„,,)] +  0 (n _1). (3.2.18)
This shows that d ord is first-order accurate. When a is unknown and a  =  tu2 — uq,
we have
a„d[C,.udK , ^ ) ]  =  $  |  W~ '/V l[<> ~  < U j ( u ' i ) 1 1 -  4> |  n ~1/V »ig ~  ^ u d W ]
=  $ (h i-wi) -  $(hi-o;2)- (3.2.19)
Then using the Taylor expansion for </> and similar arguments to those above,
ds tu d[ ^s tud ( ^1  j ^ 2 )] Of T  Tl ^ 2)
- ( p i z ^ M z ^ ) ]  +  0 ( n " r). (3.2.20)
Thus dstud is also first-order accurate. Therefore the methods based on the normal 
approximation are first-order accurate.
If the distributions Gn and Hn are known, then the normal approximations are 
not needed and we can use Equations (3.1.12)-(3.1.15) to compute the observed
confidence levels using these distributions. If a is known, we have
dord[T0rd(^ 17 ^ 2 )] Cn(*?l—cji) Gn{.Ql — ^ 2)
=  1 — D\ — 1 -f- U>2 (3.2.21)
=  m2 — =  a .
Similarly, if a  is unknown, we have
dstud[Cstud(^ 1 7  k-b)] ^ n (h l- . i)  )
=  1 — u}\ — 1 +  UJ2 — ct. (3.2.22)
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Thus if Gn and Hn are known, then a ord and a stud are both accurate.
To measure the order of accuracy for ahyt, and aback, we use the Edgeworth and 
Taylor expansions and Cornish-Fisher inversions. In both cases a is unknown. Thus 
we use Cstud(wi,cj2) as the standard confidence interval for 9. For ahyb we have
Using the Taylor expansion and Cornish-Fisher inversion yields
$(/ii_w) =  $[zi_w -  n - 1/V ( z i _ w) +  0 (n-1)]
=  $ ( z i_ w) -  n “ 1/2g1(2:i_a))0 (z i_ w) +  0{n~l ) (3.2.25)
=  1 -  cu -  n _1/2 gi(2 w)(?!)(zCi;) - |- 0 (n_1),
= P\[zi-u ~  n~1,2q i ( z i ^ )  +  0 (n-1)]
=  Pi{zx-J)  -  +  0(n~l ) (3.2.26)
=  P \ { z u ) -  n _1/ 2 gi(z^)p/1 (zi_w) +  0 ( n -1),
Notice that since the polynomials p\{t) and q\(t) are even and z
P i ( z i _ w) = P i ( - z u ) = P i ( z w)
a h y b  [f-'stud  ( ^ 1 ,  ^ 2)]
n 1/2ax[6 -  4tud(^2)]
a
(3.2.23)
Using the Edgeworth expansion yields
Gnihi-u)  =  $(/ii_u,) +  n 1/2pi(h l_LO)4>(h1^ LlJ) + 0 ( n  x). (3.2.24)
and
0 ( h i_ J  =  0 [ z i _ ^ - n  1/2qi(z1^ u) + 0 ( n  *)]
=  (j>{zw) -  n “ 1/2 zCJg1 (zu;)0(zw) +  0{n~l ). (3.2.27)
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and
q i ( z i - u j )  =  q i ( - Z u )  =  q i ( z -  oj ).
Substituting Equations (3.2.25), (3.2.26), and (3.2.27) into Equation (3.2.24) yields
G „(/ii_ J  =  1 -  uj -  rT 1/2 <7i(^)</H ^) +  r T xl2px{z,J)4>{z^) +  0 (n ~ l )
= 1 -a> +  0 ( n _1). (3.2.28)
Notice that p\(zu>) =  q\{zj). This occurs because '}2(xl — x) =  0 (see Hall, 1992).
Then substituting Equation (3.2.28) into Equation (3.2.23) yields
f*hyb[Cstud( ^ 1 , ^ 2 ) ]  =  1 — UJ\ — 1 +  1G2 +  0 {n 1)
=  a + 0{n~l ). (3.2.29)
Thus ahyb  is second-order accurate. For aback we have
Qb.d.[C „ud(^,^)] =  G„ -  9l |  _ G I "Hig A y i M  -  gl
=  G „ ( - A 1_W) - G „ ( - A , _ J1). (3.2.30)
Using the Taylor expansion and the Cornish-Fisher inversions yields
Q i-h i -u )  = $ [ - 2 ! ^  +  n “ 1/2 g!(zi_w) +  0 (n-1)]
=  u  +  n~1/2q1(zUJ)(l)(zUJ) +  0 ( n _1), (3.2.31)
where pi (—/h-w) =  ^ ( / q ^ )  since p\ is an even polynomial. Thus we can use
Equation (3.2.26). Also, 0 (—hi-J)  =  which is equal to Equation (3.2.27).
Combining Equations (3.2.26), (3.2.27) and (3.2.31) together yields
G n i - h ^ )  = $ ( - / i i _ u) Jr n ~ ll2p i { - h i ^ w)<j){-h1^ )  + 0{n~l )
= u +  n~1/2ql (zu)(/)(zuj) (3.2.32)
+ n ~ 1/2P i ( z u )(/>(zw) +  ( ) { v r l ).
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Thus
C^back [Cgtud ( ^ 1 : ^ 2 )] Gn( h\—W2^) Gn( hi_wi)
= lu2 + n~1/2 [P l(z,2) + 9 1 (2^ ) ]  0 (2 ^ )
-w i -  ^ _1/2 [p1 (2 Cj1) +  g i ( ^ 1 )]0 ( ^ 1) +  0 (n_1)
=  a  +  0 (n ~ 1/2). (3.2.33)
This shows that a^ack is first-order accurate.
For the bootstrap estimates, notice that from Equation (3.2.9) Gn(t) = Gn(t) + 
Op(n~] ). Thus for the bootstrap estimate of a or(\
a ’U C U u i , ^ ) ]  =  Gn |  n ' ' 2[e 1 -  g „  |  " 1/2[fl 1
G f "1/2[g ~ ^ ord m | _ g ^ord(^2 )]
+Op(n~1)
= a + Opin-1). (3.2.34)
Thus d*rd is second-order accurate in probability. Similar arguments establish the 
accuracy for the bootstrap estimates of a stud, «hyb and ctback:
a;,„d[C..ud(a>i.^)] =  H n |  n ‘ /2[<) 1 -  Hn | nl" [e I
=  R  f  n 1/2[g -  4tud(^i)] I u  |  n ll2[9 -  4 tud(^2 )] |
+Op(n~1)
= a + Opin-1), (3.2.35)
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Q^ hyb[^ stud( ^ 1 ; ^ 2 )] Gn{h\—w\) Gn{h\ — qjj)
=  G n i h ^ )  -  G n i h ^ )  +  Op{n~l ) (3.2.36)
=  a  +  Op(n_1),
and
d b ack [d -stu d (^ l; ^ 2 ) ]  G n ( ^ 1—U2) Gn( h\ —Wl)
=  G „(-/ii_ W2) -  Gn(-fri_wi) +  O p ^ -1) (3.2.37)
=  a  +  O p ( n ~ 1 / 2 ) .
Thus, the bootstrap estimates of a or(j, a stud and ahyb are second-order accurate 
in probability, whereas the bootstrap estimate of aback is first-order accurate in 
probability.
3.3 Bias Corrected
Notice that the order of accuracy for the observed confidence levels based on the 
backwards critical point was only first-order, while the other observed confidence 
levels are second-order. Hall (1992) shows that this lower accuracy can be overcome 
by adjusting the critical point of the backwards method. This correction is done 
in two ways. First, by adjusting for the bias in the position of the critical point. 
This is called the bias-corrected method. The critical point for the slope parameter 
based on the bias-corrected method is
^bc(a) =  0back(VO =  0 +  n~l/2a~lagv,, (3.3.1)
where ip =  <&(za + m)  and m  = $ _1 [Gn(0)]. Setting
0fc = C(u>i , ^ )  =  [^bc(^l), ^bc(^2 )] =  [tL,tu\






n 1/2ax(tL -  9)
$ ( ^ 1  + m )  = Gv
n 1/2ax(tL -  19)
UJ\ — $ I© 1 1—




Thus the observed confidence level based on the bias-corrected critical point is
C*bc(0 A:) — LU2 ~ LU\
$ $ “ 1 j  Gn
n l/2ax(tu -  0)
> — m
. 1 a J .
(3.3.3)
4> •e* 1 J
T
3
n 1/2ax(tL -  9)
> — m
a J .
To calculate the order of accuracy for the observed confidence level based on the 
bias-corrected critical points, set a = u>2 — and let 0*, =  Cstud (^ i,^ 2 )- Thus
^bc ((-'stud (kfi j ^ 2  ) ) 4^> |  Gn
n 1/2ax{9stud(cj2) ~  9) > — m
.  I a J .
-  <F •e 1 P
P
3
n 1/2ax(9stud(wi) -  9) j- — m
G
1 [Gn(— u,2 ) ] - 2 $ - 1 [Gn(0)]}
(3.3.4)
-  -  2 4 - 1[G„(0)]}.
For the slope parameter, recall that P i ( t )  — q\(t). This yields
G(- / i i_w) = uj + 2n~1/2p1(zul)<fi(zUJ) +  0 (n ~ l ).
Then
^ [ G n i - h ^ ) ]  = ZU + 2  n - l' 2M z u )  + O in - 1),
(3.3.5)
(3.3.6)
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since
4> 1(ui +  A) =  zu +  —— - +  0 (  A2).
4>{Zu )
as A —> 0. In the same way
Gn(0) -  $(0) +  n~1/2Pl(0)0(0) +  0 { n - 1); (3.3.7)
thus
Q-'lGnm = n~l/2v i(0) + 0(n_1). (3.3.8)
Thus combining equations (3.3.6) and (3.3.8) together yields
$ { $ - 1[Gn( - h 1_a;) ] - 2 $ - 1[Gn(0)]} -  ^ { Zuj + 2 n - 1^ [p1(zU}) - p l (0)} + O (n -1}
= u  + 2n~l/2\pi{zw) -  pi(0)\(f)(zu) +  0 ( n _1) 
=  w +  0 ( n “1/2). (3.3.9)
This yields
Q!bc[Cstud( i^, ^ 2 )] =  o;2 -  tui +  0 (n _1/2). (3.3.10)
Thus the bias-corrected method is first-order accurate.
The bootstrap version of the bias-corrected method is similar to the bootstrap 
of the backwards method, where
QbcPstud(^i,^2 )] =  X[Gn{—h i - Uj2)\ — 2^  1 \Gn(0)]}
-  24»-1[Gn(0)]}
=  ^ - ^ ( - f c ^ ) ]  -  2<f>-1[Gn(0)]} (3.3.11)
-  ${«h-1[G'„(-fi1_Wl)] -  2 $ - 1[G?l(0)]} +  Op(n- 1)
=  a + Op(n1/2).
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Hence, the bootstrap estimate of a^c is first-order accurate in probability.
The accuracy of the bias-corrected method remains the same as the backwards 
method. This is because this method corrects for the constant terms in px +  q^ . 
However, since pi = qi, this produces a critical point that is not fully corrected, so an 
accelerated bias corrected version is also considered. The accelerated bias correction 
introduces a skewness adjustment. The critical point for the slope parameter using 
the accelerated bias-corrected method is
The coefficient a is the acceleration constant and from Hall (1992) given by
^abc(a) =  ^back^e*)] = 0 + n —l/2ax (3.3.12)
where
ip ( a )  =  $  m  +
m  + za
(3.3.13)
1 — a(m +  Za)
a — —n 1/2^ 7 7 x =  2u 1/2za[p1(za) -p i(0 )] . (3.3.14)
Setting 0 fc =  Cabc(t<;i,u;2) =  [*£,*£/] yields
tL = § + n l/2(Tx 1g f{u,1).
Therefore
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Then the observed confidence level of the slope parameter based on the accelerated 
bias-corrected critical point is
^abc(©fc) ^ 2 kfi
=  $
•h-1 — m
1 + a j ^ - 1 — m j
-  $
— m (3.3.17)
q  ^ n 1/ 2ax ( tL - S )  ^
— m
1 +  a j V 1 — m  |
— m
To obtain the order of accuracy we will calculate a[Cstud(^i) ^ 2 )], which is
^abc[^"stud(^l) ^ 2 )] —
4>
-<£>
<f> 1[Gn( - h 1_U2)] -  m  
1 +  a{<f>~1[G'n(— -  m}




a{<E> ^ G n i - h ^ ) ]  - m }  = 2n~1/2z ^ [ p 1{zu}2) -  P l(0)] +  0 ( n - 1) (3.3.19)
and by a Taylor expansion 
[1 +  a{4>“1[G'n( - / il_W2) ] - m } ] - 1 =  1 -  2n~lz ^ i i z ^ ) - P l(0)] +  0 { n ^ ) .  (3.3.20) 
Thus
{4>“1[Gn( - h 1_^2)] -  m}[l +  a { $ “1[G '„(-hi_a;2)] -  m}]_1
=  -  2n~1/2\p1(zL02) -pi(O )] +  n “1/2[2P l(zW2) — p i(0)] +  0(n ~ l )
= z^2 +  n~1/2p i(0) +  0 ( n _1), (3.3.21)
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so that
^>~1[gn( - h 1_^2)] -  m  
1 +  a { $ -1[Gn( - /i i_ W2)] -  m} m  = zw2 +  n 1/2pi(0) -  n 1/2Pi(0) +  0 ( n  J)
=  2 W2 +  0 ( n -1). (3.3.22)
Therefore
C^ abc[Cstud(^1, ^ 2 )] — UJ2 ~  U>1 + 0 ( n  *) 
=  a  +  0 ( n _1). (3.3.23)
Thus a abc is second-order accurate. 
The bootstrap version of a abc is
— ^ 2 - ^ 1
d>
=  $
-1 ^  ^n1/2ox{tu-d) ^ — m
1 +  a { V 1 [Gn ^"1/2g^ ~ g)j j  -  rh}
— m (3.3.24)
$
T ' 1 q  ^n1/2crI (ii -0)^ — m,
1 +  a q  ^n1/2ax(tL-6)^ — m j
— m
Here a = 2n l^2za[pi{za) — pi(0)] and m  = $  — l)[Gn(0)]. Recall from Equation 
(3.2.9) that pi(t) = Pi(t) +  Op(n”1,/2) and Gn(t) =  Gn(t) +  Op(n._1//2); this yields
a =  a  +  0 p ( n - 1 )
and
Thus
m  =  m  +  Op(n )
a Ibc[Cstud(^i,^2 )] =  Ct +  Op(n x). (3.3.25)
Thus, the bootstrap version of o abc is second-order accurate in probability.
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3.4 Intercept Parameter
The asymptotic properties of the confidence intervals of the slope parameter do 
not apply to the intercept parameter. Thus, the observed confidence levels for the 
intercept parameter are calculated differently. Consider again a simple linear model 
where k = 1. Let
Vi = p0 + Xifa +  £i . (3.4.1)
for i =  1. . . .  ,n. We desire to find the observed confidence levels for the intercept 
parameter /30. The mean of Y  given an observed value of .x0 is
E (Y \x  = x 0) =  y0 = A) + x 0f31. (3.4.2)
Then the estimate of yo is
Vo — PoYxoPi- (3.4.3)
Letting x0 =  0, we get yo = Po- Thus, the intercept parameter is the same as the 
expected value of y0 given that x0 = 0. Therefore, this discussion will look at the
estimate of the mean of Y.  From Hall (1992), define for an estimation of a general
Vo,
Vi = aP2{{xo -  x ) ( x i  -  x )  +  cr^}, (3.4.4)
for i £ {1, . . . ,  n},  then
n
2 - 1  2 
a y =  n  2 ^ V i
i= 1
1 ^ [ o - x 2(x0 -  x ) (x t -  x) +  l ] 2 (3.4.5)n
i=i




-2 / _ — \2
+  2 ( x 0 — x ) ( x i  — x )  +  1
1 +  (Tx ( x 0 -  x ) “










y{v o )  =  n
Thus define the distributions Gn and Hn as
n 1/ 2{y0 -  yo)
and
Gn(t) = P
Hn(t) =  P
< t
(J (7 n,





Also, define ga =  Gnl {a) and ha = Hn 1(a) for a  € (0,1). The Edgeworth expan­
sions for Gn and Hn are





H„(t) = 4>(f) +  + 0(n-<"+'»2), (3.4.9)
2 = 1
Pl(<) =  “ 77y{t2 ~  1)
qi(t) = — g7(7j, -  3<Jy l )t2 -  - 77y.
From these functions we can get the Cornish-Fisher expansions of ga and ha, given 
by
9a = Za ~  ^ 1/2Pl(^a)0(-Za) +  0 (n~ l ) (3.4.10)
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and
K  =  ^  -  n “1/2g1(za )0(zQ) +  0{n~l ).
Define the theoretical critical points for yo as
OoTd{a) = yo ~  n~1/2(jy(Tgi^a 
when a is known. When a is unknown, define
^stud(^) Vo ^   ^ 0'yO'hi—a.
f'hyb(tt) = y o -  n~1^ 2(ryagi-cn
and
^back(a) =  Vo +  n ~ 1/ 2a y a g Q.
Given u 2 — uj\ = a, set Qk =  C0rd(^i, u 2) then let
=  Jfo -  n~ll2aayg ^ u,x
and
tu  = V o -  n ~ 1/ 2<™ygi-u,2-
Thus the observed confidence levels that correspond to the theoretical 
confidence limits of yQ are
C'!ord(Gfc) G n ' n 1 / 2 ( y 0  -  t L y - G n ' n 1 / 2 ( y o - t v yOCTy (J(Jy
•-^stud ( Ofc ) H n ~ n 1 / 2 ( y 0 -  t L ) ' ~  H n "n1/2(yo - %)"OOy a a y




a < J y G ( J y
^back(®/c) Gn
n y2(tu -  y0)'
— Gn
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^abc(©A:) —
[G» ( ^ r 1)] - m
1 + a G„ ( ^ S f ^ —
— m (3.4.20)
-  $ * _1 [G» ( ” 'IT"’)]
—m
1 +  a G- (!1^ ) j — m j
— m
and
« b c (Q fc )  =  4> $ _1 I Gn
n 1/2(tjj -  0)
> — m
. 1 (JGy J
(3.4.21)
4? $ _ 11 Gn
n 1/2(tL -  0) > — rn
. 1 OOy J .
The normal and bootstrap approximations are similar to that of the slope parameter.
The asymptotic accuracy of observed confidence limits for the theoretical confi­
dence intervals of y0 are somewhat similar to the accuracy for the slope parameter. 
For the normal approximations, a orcj and a sUK] are first-order accurate as it was 
with the slope parameter. Also, a abc is second-order accurate and aback and at,c are 
both first-order accurate. These accuracies are the same as for the slope parameter. 
However, notice that ahyb is first-order accurate instead of second-order accurate as 
in the case of the slope parameter. Since px ^  qi for y0, thus
n 1/2[yo -  4tud(^2)]a h, b[C»ud(^,u,2)l =  G„ i  - _ T ° , f),“ 'l(u'l)1 > -  a(7 CT'ji G  G 1t
(3.4.22)
Notice that
Gn(hi-u,) =  1 -  u  +  n 1/2\pi{zu) -  q\{zj)]<t){zj) +  0 ( n  x). (3.4.23)
Since p\ ^  q\, the n -1/2 term does not become zero as in the case of the slope
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parameter; thus,
^ h y b [ C s t u d ( ^ l ; ^ 2 )] 1 ^ 1  4" U   ^ [ Pl ( ^cJi )  9 l  ( Aj j  ) ] )
-  1 +  ca2 -  u _1/2 [p1 (za;2) -  g1 (za;2 )]0 (2 W2) +  0 (n-1)
=  Q +  0 (n “1/2). (3.4.24)
The bootstrap estimates b*rd, b*tud, and d*bc are second-order accurate in probabil­
ity, and d byb and d back are first-order accurate in probability.
3.5 Example
Chikae et al. (2007) described an alternative technique to obtain measurements 
for compost maturity. A good measurement of compost maturity is called the ger­
mination index (GI). In order to calculate the GI, a water extract is taken from 
compost samples and put into a plastic petri dish with a filter paper. Then seeds of 
a certain plant are distributed on the filter paper and incubated for 48 hours. Other 
seeds of the same type are germinated in distilled water as a control. Then the GI 
calculation is
„ . Seed germination x root length of treatment x 100
Crl(%) = -------------     ;-; -----------        . (3.5.1)
Seed germination x root length of control
The waiting period and the complicated measurements makes it difficult to measure 
the germination index. Thus Chikae et al. (2007) developed a maturity sensor 
system based on the combination of three electrically measured parameters, pH, 
NH4 concentration, and phosphatase activity, in the water extracts of compost 
samples to estimate the germination index. Twenty-four compost samples were 
examined. Water was extracted from the samples and the variables pH, NHd ,
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phosphate activity and GI were measured to get the estimated germination index 
(EGI). To investigate the reliability of their system, Chikae et al. (2007) compared 
the germination index to the estimated germination index, found by evaluating the 
electrical parameters using a regression model. The germination index and estimated 






—  L east S q u a re s  Line 
 Identity Line
o
0 4 020 6 0 1008 0
GI
Figure 3.1: The measured and estimated GI values.
Notice that from Figure 3.1 the estimation is not a perfect predictor of the 
germination index. The least squares linear equation tends to overestimate for 
smaller values and underestimate for larger values of GI. One might ask, given this 
behavior, how much confidence is there that the slope of the regression line is less 
than 1 ? We can determine this confidence through the observed confidence levels
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as previously discussed. The least squares regression line plotted in Figure 3.1 is
EGI =  10.912+  0.804GI (3.5.2)
with crx — 22.3894 and a =  9.9531. Let the desired region be 0  =  (—oo, 1), then 
the observed confidence level for the region 0  using the normal approximation is
=  ,  J v ^ ( 2 2 . 3 8 9 4 ) ( 0 . 8 0 4  -  1 ) '
v ; 9.9531
=  1 -  $(-2 ,160) (3.5.3)
=  1 -  0.0154 =  0.9846.
The bootstrap estimates of the observed confidence levels were calculated using R 
and the boot library. The R code is in the Appendix. The estimates of the observed 
confidence levels are ostud =  0.957, cqiyb =  0.98 and a perc =  0.982. These show a 
large amount of confidence that the slope parameter is less than 1 .
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CHAPTER 4
OBSERVED CONFIDENCE LEVELS FOR MULTIPLE 
REGRESSION PARAMETERS
In this chapter we discuss different methods for obtaining observed confidence 
levels of regression parameters in a multiple regression model. From Hall (1992), 
define
Y i =  Po +  X j/3  +  £j,
where Y* is a random variable, do is the intercept parameter, (3 is a p x 1 vector 
of unknown parameters, and x* is a 1 x p matrix. Also, £t are independent and 
identically distributed with E(ei) = 0 and variance E(e2) =  a 2. Then the least 
squares estimates of p 0 , (3 and a are
n
P  =  S x l n ~ 1 ~ ^ ) ’
2— 1




Define x  as 1 x p matrix where
Xj =  n _1 x,.
i=i
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Also, define S x as a p x p covariance matrix of x, where
n
£ x =  n _1 ^ (* 1  -  x) ' (xi  -  x)
i=i
and the residual e% is
i i =  Yl -  0o -  *i@-
4.1 Confidence Regions
The intercept parameter 0O is univariate as in the case in Section 3.4. Thus the 
observed confidence levels that were discussed in Section 3.4 are the same for 0q in 
this model. In this chapter we will develop the observed confidence levels for the 
vector 0,  which is a generalization for the slope parameter. Let C(a) C  © be a  
100o;% confidence region for 0  based on the sample X.  As in Chapter 3, let F  be 
the empirical distribution of the residuals i i  for i =  1, . . . ,  n.
Hall (1992) defines the following:
n




V  = n _1 — x ) ' i l { x l — x)  — a 2lE x.
t=i
Then V(0)  = n r xo2H ~x, thus the following standardized distributions are
Gn{t) =  P l n ^ a - 1^ 2^  - 0 ) < t ]  (4.1.1)
and
Hn(t) = Pin1/2&~l Y}J2(0 - 0 ) <  t], (4.1.2)
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where t € 1RP. Let the p-dimensional densities of Gn(t) and Hn(t) be gn(t) and hn(t), 
respectively. Define Qa to be any region of that satisfies
P[nl/2o~lVlJ20  -  (3) e g a ] = a  (4.1.3)
and define H a to be a region of Rp such that
P[nl/23~lT}J20  - 0 ) e  H a} = a. (4.1.4)
In order to get the observed confidence levels, we first need to identify the con­
fidence regions for (3. These confidence regions are derived from the confidence 
regions developed by Polansky (2005b). If a is known, then a I00a% confidence 
region for (3 that is a multivariate analog to the ordinary confidence interval is given 
by
Cord(a) = 0 ~  n~1/2a'Z~1/2t\t e Qa}. (4.1.5)
If <x is unknown, then a 100a% confidence region for 0  tha t is the multivariate 
analog of the Studentized confidence interval is given by
Cstud(a) = 0 -  n~1/2a'S~1/2t\t e Ha}.  (4.1.6)
The region H a may not be known, but it might be common for the region Qa to be 
known. If this is the case and a  is unknown, then the multivariate analog for the 
hybrid confidence interval is the confidence region given by
Chyb(a) =  0 -  n _1/2d S “1/2t | t  <E Ga}. (4.1.7)
If both regions Q,, and H a are unknown, the normal approximation can be used. 
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where g(t) = [g\(t) , . . . ,  gp{t)}' and t  = [U,. . . ,  t^}' G Rd. From Serfling (1980) under 
these assumptions, it follows that
n ^ a ^ 20  - p ) ^  Np(0 ,1) (4.1.8)
and
n 1/2d S “1/2(/3 — /3) A  Np(0,I),  (4.1.9)
as n —> oo, where Np(0,1)  is a p-variate normal distribution with mean vector at
the origin and identity covariance matrix.
Let J\fa be any region in R p that satisfies the condition of P ( Z  G N a) =  oc, where 
Z  ~  Np(0,I).  Using the weak convergence from Equations (4.1.8) and (4.1.9), the 
confidence regions Cord and Cstud can be approximated by
Cord(a) =  {P -  n~l/2aY,~1/2t  : t  G Afa}
and
Cstud(a) =  {/3 -  n _1/2fiS~1/2t  : t  G JVQ}, 
where a is known and unknown, respectively.
4.2 Observed Confidence Levels
To develop observed confidence levels of the multivariate parameters we will
use the theory from Polansky (2005b). For the case when a is known and based 
on the region Cora, the observed confidence level for 0^ is computed by solving 
0fc =  {/3 — n -F V E x 172* : t  G Qa} for a. Let n 1^ 2a~1H,l^2(j.3 — Qk) be a linear 
transformation of 0 fc given by {n1/2cr_1S 1/2(/(3 — 0*,}. Then we want to find
a value of a  such that
n l' 2a~l T}J2{p - e k )  =  g a .
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Thus if gn(t) is known, then the observed confidence level for 0*. based on the region 
Cord is given by
CKord ( 0 J b )  =  [  9 n { t ) d t .  ( 4 - 2 . 1 )
Jn'/2a-'i-'Z1J 2{P-ek)
Similarly, if a is unknown, we want to find a value of a such that
n
Thus an observed confidence level for Qk based on the region Cstud, where hn(t) is 
known, is given by
« s t u d ( 0 f c ) =  [  hn(t)dt. ( 4 . 2 . 2 )
Jnw * - ^ T 2(/3-efc)
However, if a is unknown but gn{t) is known, the observed confidence level for 0*. 
can be computed using the region Chyb, which is given by
« h y b  (0fc) =  [  gn(t)dt. ( 4 . 2 . 3 )
J 0-Qk)
If both gn(t) and hn(t) are unknown, we can use the normal approximation to 
compute the observed confidence levels. For cr known, the approximate observed 
confidence level can be computed as
®ord(0fc) I (ppit^dtj
In1/2 a-
where 4>p(t) is the p-variate standard normal density. Also, if a is unknown, an 
approximate observed confidence level is given by
(4stud(0fc) I <pp(t)dt.
dr,.i/2«T-isi/2(3 -e fc)/3
If the normal approximations are not accurate enough, the bootstrap method 
can be used to estimate the observed confidence intervals. Let . .. , e*6} be an
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independent and identically distributed sample from Fn, the empirical distribution 
function of eb,. . . ,  i n. This sample produces the estimated residuals
£i 00
where 0O is the intercept parameter and (3 is the generalized form of slope. The 
bootstrap multivariate regression model is
Y* = (3o +  Xif3 +  e*,
where i = 1 , . . . ,  n, and the bootstrap estimate of (3 is
n
/§* =  E p n " 1 y > ,  -  x )’(y ;  -  ? •) .
2 —  1
The bootstrap estimate of Gn is given by
Gn(t) = P [ n ^ a - lT } J \ ^  -  0)  < t f o ,  F , x l}Yi\. (4.2.4)
Similarly, the bootstrap estimate of Hn is given by
Hn(t) = s y 2(/3* - 0 ) <  t|£;, F , x „ Y l  (4.2.5)
where a* 1 =  n~l £f -  Let 9n(t) and hn(t) be the corresponding mass functions 
of Gn(t) and Hn(t ), respectively. The bootstrap estimates of the observed confidence 
levels for f3 are
i(&k) =  [  , gn(t)dt , (4.2.6)a,o rd  \
and
^ u d ( 0 f e ) = /  1/9 K{t)dt ,  ( 4 . 2 . 7 )
d„i/2a"isi/2(d-©fc)
« h y b  ( 0 fc) =  f  9 n { t ) d t .  ( 4 . 2 . 8 )
dnl/2^-lEy 2(^-efe)
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Another measure of confidence introduced by Efron and Tibshirani (1998) is 
based on the percentile bootstrap confidence interval, also called the backward con­
fidence interval. Let Vn(t) =  P ( 0  < t\e ~  F) with density vn(t). Then the 
bootstrap estimate of Vn(t) is Vn(t) =  P (/3* < t\£* ~  F , X , Y )  with density vn(t). 
Then any region Va is a bootstrap percentile confidence region for (3 as long as
/ vn{t)dt =  a.
Jva
Setting Va to the desired region 0*. yields the observed confidence level based on 
the percentile bootstrap method:
« p e r c ( © f c )  =  f  Vn{t)dt
J&k
=  P 0 * e e k\ £ ~ F , X , Y )
= P[nll2d - l Y}J2{(3* -  fr) e  n ll2d~l T}J2{P>k -  0)\i*,  X ,  Y]
= [  9n{t)dt. (4.2.9)
JnWa-ir:L2(©fc-/3)
4.3 Asymptotic Analysis
These observed confidence levels are based on different theoretical confidence 
regions. Thus, we want to compare the methods for computing observed confidence 
levels by a measure of accuracy. Given a region 0*, that corresponds to a 100a% 
confidence region for j3, the observed confidence level should be a. When a is 
known, the confidence region Cord will be used as the standard confidence region for 
0.  Then an observed confidence level a  is accurate if a[Cord(ck)] =  ol. Similarly, if 
a is unknown, the confidence region Cstud will be used as the standard confidence 
region for 0.  Thus the measure a  is accurate if a[Cstud(a:)] — a. If ct is not accurate
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but a[C0rd(a)] =  a + 0 (n~k/2) when a is known or ct[Cstud(«)] =  a + 0 (n~kI2) when
cr is uknown as n —*• oo, this measure is called A>th order accurate.
To calculate the order of accuracy we will use the Edgeworth expansion theory
based on Bhattacharya and Ghosh (1978) and Hall (1992). Recall that in Chapter
3 for the univariate case we used
n 1/2ax(d -  0) < t 
a ~
V
=  $(f) +  £  n ^ 2Pl(t)(t>(t) +  0 ( n ~ W 2).
i= 1
For the multivariate case, if a set S  C is a finite union of convex sets, then
P l n ^ a - ^ i P  - ( 3 ) e S } =  I  {1 + y y ^ r ^ M t ) ^  +  o(n“^ 2), (4.3.1)
J s  i=i
where
P(t)  = ^ [p ,;(t)0 (t)]0 (t)_1.
Similarly, for a unknown,
V
{1 +  n~{!2Si(t)}4>(t)dt +  o{n~v/2), (4.3.2)
where
Si(l ) = ^[9i(*)0(*)]0(*)_1- 
The polynomials r; and st have degree of 3i with coefficients that depend on the 
moments of F. These functions are even when i is even and odd when i is odd.
First, we will look at the normal approximations of the observed confidence level, 
dord and a stud- For a known, if — Cord(a)] a finite union of convex
sets, then by Equation (4.3.1),
/ (f)p( t)d t+n~1/2 f  r\(t)<j>v(t)dt  =  ct+o(n~1//2),
dni/2ff- iST2[/3-cord(Q)] d„i/2(7- iEV2[/|_ Cord(Q)]
Gn(t) =  P
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which implies
owd [C(ot)}= [  _ <pp(t)dt = a  +  0 ( n _1/2). (4.3.3)
J n ll 2a ~1 s i /2[/3-C0rd (a)]
Similarly when o is unknown and Cstud(a )] is a finite union of convex
sets, then equation (4.3.2) implies
dstud[Cstud(a)] =  [  _ 4>p(t)dt = a  + 0 ( n ~ 1/2). (4.3.4)
Hence d orci and Qstud are both first-order accurate.
Second, to find the order of accuracy for ahyb> notice that cr is unknown, so we 
will use Cstud(aO in place of Q#,: for the desired region. Then from Equation (4.1.6),
n V2a - 1'£1J 2[ /3 -Cstud(a ) } = H 0
Thus
^hyb Pstud (*a)] I  Qnifydt
J n a
=  /  4>p(t)dt + n~1/2 I  r i( t)0 p(t)d t +  0 ( n _1). (4.3.5)
J n a Jn a
Equation (4.3.2) implies
/  4>p{t)dt = a — n~1!2 /  si(t)(j)p(t)dt + 0 ( n ~ l ). (4.3.6)
Jna Jna
Hall (1992) shows that sa =  rq, thus combining Equations (4.3.5) and (4.3.6) yields
ahyb[Cstud(«)] =  a  +  0 ( n -1). (4.3.7)
Hence a h y b  is second-order accurate, which matches the accuracy of the univariate
case.
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If Gn(t) and Hn(t) are unknown and the normal approximations are not accurate 
enough, the bootstrap estimates of the observed confidence levels can be used. To 
find the accuracy of the observed confidence levels based on the bootstrap estimates 
we will use Edgeworth expansions. From Hall (1992), under the smoothness and 
conditions on the moments of F, if S  is a finite union of convex sets, then
— /3) G <S|e ~  F , X , Y ]  = J g n ( t ) d t




P[n1/2a*~l T}J20 *  -  /3) € S\s  ~  F, X ,  Y] — J  h n ( t ) d t
Js 1 +  Y l71 1/2i— 1
4>p(t)dt + op(n k/2). (4.3.9)
The functions f* and s* are bootstrap versions of r* and s, for i > 1. Thus fj(t) =  
ri(t) + Op(n~1/2) and Si(t) = S j ( £ )  +  Op(n-1/2) for all t  e  From Equations (4.3.8) 
and (4.3.9) it follows that
P[nl/2a - lY}J2{p* - $ ) £  S \ i  ~  F, X ,  Y }
=  j 4>p(t)dt +  n~1/2 j  r\(t)<f>p(t)dt +  Op(n~l ) (4.3.10)
J s  J s
and
P[n1/2d*_1S y 2(/3* -  P) £ S \ i  ~  F, X ,  Y }
= / 4>p(t)dt  +  n - 1 / 2 (4.3.11)
If a is known, from Equation (4.3.10) it follows that
»ord[Co r d ] ( a )  =  /  9n{t)dt = / <pp(t)dt +  n 1/2 /  r l(t)0p(t)dt +  Op(n 1/2). 
J  Go ^  Go J  Go.
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Equation (4.3.1) implies that
/ <f)p(t)dt — a  — n 1/2 / ri(t)<j)p(t)dt + 0 (n  *). 
'G a  - h n
Thus,
aord[Cord(a)] =  a - n  1/2 f  rz{t)<t)p(t)dt)
JQoc
+n~1/2 f  ri(t)<f>p(t)dt + Op(n~x)
Jga
— a  +  Op(n”1).
Similarly, when cr is unknown, it follows from Equation (4.3.11) that bstud[Cstud(a )] =  
a  +  Op(n-1). Thus both b ord and d stud are second-order accurate in probability.
To find the accuracy of the bootstrap estimate of the hybrid observed confidence 
level, we use Equation (4.3.10) to obtain
<-^ hyb[^ -'stud(rr)] I gn{t^)dt
dna
— /  4>p{t)dt +  n -1 2^ I ri(t)4>(t)dt + Op(n_1)
J n a J n a
= a  -f Op(n-1). (4.3.12)
Thus d byb is also second-order accurate.
The last bootstrap estimate of the observed confidence level is the percentile 
bootstrap method. Similar to the hybrid observed confidence interval we will use 
Cstud(«) as the standard region. Then, from Equation (4.2.9),
n ^ a - 1E 1J2[Cstud( a ) - $ ]  =  - n a .
Therefore Equation (4.3.10) implies
® p e rc [^ 's tu d ( fr ) ]  I 9n(^)dt
J - n a
<j)p(t)dt +  n -1/2 f  ri(t)(j>p(t) +  Op(n-1). (4.3.13) 
' - n a J - n a
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Because, <f>p(t) is an even function and is an odd function, it follows that
Thus b*erc is first-order accurate in probability.
4.4 Example
In a study that compared axe heads for felling trees, Mathieu and Meyer (1997) 
looked at data that used flint axes to fell three different types of trees. They com­
pared sugar maple, oak and birch trees. The data for the oak and birch trees are 
from Jprgensen (1985). This study compared the type of tree and the diameter to 
the amount of time it took to fell the tree. The results that are similar to what 
was reported are presented in Figure 4.1. The data were modeled by regression 
lines for each tree type. The slope of each of these lines indicates how difficult it 
is to fell each of these tree types using a flint axe. Observed confidence levels can 
be constructed to measure the amount of confidence there is based on the order of 
most difficult type of tree to fell. That is, for example, maple is the most difficult 
tree to fell, followed by oak then birch.
Let Yij be the observed time that it takes to fell a tree with diameter Xij for type 
i tree, where j  =  1 , . . . ,  n, and i = 1, 2, 3. The types of tree are indexed as maple
/  4>p{ t ) d t - n  1/2 j  ri(t)(fip(t)dt + Op(n *)
Then Equation (4.3.10) yields
perc [Cstud^)] a  — n
U n aL ri(t)4>p(t)dt  +  / si(t)({)p(t)dt -\-Op{n *)L
a  +  Op(n 1/2).
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(1), oak (2) and birch (3). In this study let rij represent the number of trees of each 
type, where rii =  n 2 =  n3 = 20. The linear regression model to fit a separate line 
for each type is given by Y  = W j30 + X f3  + £, where
Y '  =  (Yn , . . . , y ln i, y 21, . . . ,  y 2n2, Kn, • . . ,  Y3ri3),
A) (A)1 ) 7 ) 7
f t  =  (fill fa).
In i oni oni
w  = 0n2 ln 2 0n2
0„3 Ona ln3
X l oni oni
X  = 0n2 x 2 0n2







5 10 2515 20 30 35
Diameter(cm)
Figure 4.1: Felling time and breast height (diameter) for maple (o), oak (A), and 
birch (+). The lines are the least squares regression lines for each tree type: maple 
(solid line), oak (dashed line) and birch (dotted line).
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Here, Poi is the intercept parameter for each of the regression lines, Pi is the 
slope parameter for each of the regression lines, and 0Ui are n, x 1 vectors and 
x/  =  (xii, . . . ,  x ini). Also, e is the error term where E(e) = 0 and
<?\Inj 0 n i 0 n i
Var(e) =  E  = 0 n 2 2t 0 n 2
0 m 0 « 3
2j
0 3 fri3
is the covariance matrix. Notice from Figure 4.1 that it strongly indicates that there 
is a different error variance for each type of tree. Thus we will use this covariance 
matrix. Therefore, we can use this model as an extension of the model we introduced 
in this chapter.
We desire to know which tree type is most difficult to fell, then the second most 
difficult, then the least. Thus the parameter of interest is the slope parameter for 
each of these regression lines. That is, if maple is least difficult, oak is the second 
difficult and birch is the most difficult to fell, then we have a region Pi < /?2 < P$- 
Thus there are six different regions that are possible, ©i : < /32 < f a  02 :
Pi < fa  < P2 , 0 3  ■ P2 < Pi < Pz-, 0 4  • P2 Pz < P i 1 0 5  • Pz < Pi < P2 and 
0 6  : Pz < P2 < Pi-
The estimates of px, f a  and P3 are obtained by fitting a linear regression line for 
each tree type. The observed estimates are given in Table 4.1. Under the assumption 
that P i, p 2 ■ and p 3 are independent of each other, the asymptotic variance of n 1//2/3 
is given by
r ° \ t < i 0
1—0
— 0 2 0
1 0 0 4 / v l ,3 .
al,i = n i 1 -  f a 2
j = 1
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for i =  1, 2,3. Then the covariance estimate is
r % / < i 0
1---o
S  t  — 0 0
1.. O 0 .
where
Tli
^  =  ".r ' E 4
1
for each £* corresponding to the residuals for the separate fit of each tree type. 
Table 4.1: Least squares estimates for fitting a linear regression to each tree type.
i Tree Type Po i A A2
1 Maple -36.080 4.646 4.939
2 Oak -2.893 1.573 218.077
3 Birch 1.335 0.889 61.503
To obtain the observed confidence levels, define
Hn(t) =  P [n1/2S T1/2(/3 -  /3) <  t \eu , . . . ,  eini ~  Fu i = 1, 2, 3].
Then for any region ©*, C  K3, for k = 1,2,3,4,5,6,  the observed confidence level
based on a Studentized confidence region for f3 is
^stud(0fc) / hn(t)dt,
where hn(t) is a three-dimensional density corresponding to Hn(t). In this study
Fi, F2, and F3 are the empirical distribution functions of . . .  , e n., i =  1,2,3.
These distribution functions are unknown, thus hn(t ) is also unknown. The normal
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approximation can be applied to obtain
The bootstrap estimate of Hn(t) is given by




S ? / < 2  0
0 a lm/a ;2x ,3
The bootstrap estimate of the observed confidence level based on the Studentized
region is
a,s tu d (©*) =  [
J n W ± 7 1/2(/3-©fc)
hn(t)dt.
The bootstrap estimates of the observed confidence levels based on the hybrid and 
percentile confidence region are analogous to the Studentized bootstrap estimate. 
The observed confidence levels for bstud, b*tud, ddiyb, and d*erc for this study are given 
in Table 4.2. From this table it is clear that the maple tree is the most difficult to fell 
since the confidence levels for the other two types of trees being the hardest to fell 
is zero. Then notice that oak is the second most difficult to fell, followed by birch, 
since the observed confidence levels of these orderings from Table 4.2 are between 
86% and 96%. These observed confidence levels were obtained using R. The code is 
in the Appendix.
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Table 4.2: Observed confidence levels for the six different regions of the ordering of 
the slope parameters.
Region Ordering dstud «stud Qhyb Q*perc
0 i Pi < P2 < Ps 0 0 0 0
02 Pi < P3 < P2 0 0 0 0
03 P2 < Pi < Ps 0 0 0 0
04 P2 < Ps < Pi 0.079 0.138 0.037 0.044
05 P3 < Pi < P2 0 0 0 0
©6 Pz < P2 < Pi 0.921 0.862 0.963 0.956
4.5 Model Selection
In this section we will determine if the observed confidence levels can be used 
for model selection. Suppose we have a linear model
Yi ~  Po +  &if3 +  £i,
where /3' =  (/?i, /32) and eq, . . . ,  en ~  iV(0, cr2). Consider a region where /% =  0, that 
is, the region © =  {/3 : /32 =  0}. Thus the region is a line along one of the axes in 
K2. It follows that
d st u d ( 0 )  =  [  4 > ( t ) d t  =  0 ,
since 0(f) is a contiuous density in R2. This will be true for any continuous density 
and for any model selection problem where we desire at least one of the regression 
parameters to be equal to zero. Thus the observed confidence levels cannot be used 
for model selection.
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CHAPTER 5
EMPIRICAL STUDY
This chapter compares the asymptotic behavior of the observed confidence levels 
for the slope parameter of a simple linear regression model as discussed in Chapter 
3. This comparison was done using computer-based simulations in R. The code to 
these simulations are in the Appendix. The simple linear regression model is
= A) +  X iPl +  A
for * =  1 ,.. .  ,n , where eq,. . . ,  en are independent and identically distributed random 
variables with J5’(cl) =  0, Var(c,) =  a 2, following the distribution F.
The error term e was generated by five different distributions: normal, skewed 
unimodal, strongly skewed, kurtotic unimodal, and outlier. The shapes of these 
distributions are shown in Figure 5.1 and the densities of each of these distributions 
are given in Table 5.1. These functions are from Marron and Wand (1992).
This study consisted of generating 500 samples of size 6, 11, 26 and 51. The 
design points x t ranged from 0 to 1 by l / ( n  — 1) for i =  1 , . . . ,  n, n — 6,11, 26, 51. 
The error e was generated from each of the five distributions in Table 5.1 and 
was calculated using a predefined slope parameter /h =  0.25. 0.5,1,1.5, such that
Yi — (3\Xi +  £i
for % =  1, . . .  ,n  and n = 6,11,26, 51. Using Yt and ay, the least squares estimate
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Figure 5.1: The distribution shapes.
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Table 5.1: Distributions for residuals £j.
Distribution Function
Normal iV(0,l)
Skewed unimodal 1 ^ ( 0 ,1) +  |)  +  |7 7 ( j |,  | )
Strongly skewed 2l)?=1 |7V(3{(|)^ -  1}, (§)') 
Kurtotic unimodal 1-^(0,1) +  |A r(0,
Outlier ^7 7 (0 ,1) + ± N (0 ,± )
Pi was calculated. From this the observed confidence levels, b ord, a stu<n b*tud, d byb> 
and dback were calculated for the desired interval (0,1). Where bord was calculated 
using the normal approximations, a*tud, d byb and a£ack were calculated using the 
bootstrap estimates based on b = 1000 resamples of the residual estimate £. These 
simulations were calculated using R. The code to calculate these observed confidence 
levels is in the Appendix.
The results are given in Tables 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6. Also, Figures 5.2, 5.3,
5.4, 5.5, and 5.6 show the difference of the observed confidence levels of the different 
distributions based on the sample size of 51 for each distribution.
Overall, the bootstrap backwards d£ack and the normal approximation b 0rd tend 
to overestimate the confidence level when Pi is in the desired interval. When Pi =
1.5, which is not in the desired interval, d:or<i and dyack underestimate the observed 
confidence level. The bootstrap Studentized b*tud and the bootstrap hybrid d kyb 
were similar and close to a stud- This is evident by the accuracy of these observed 
confidence levels. Notice that h back and hord are first-order accurate and that d byb) 
d*tud, d kyb were second-order accurate. Thus, the hybrid observed confidence level is
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Table 5.2: Observed confidence levels using the standard normal distribution.
n A b o r d C^stud “ s tu d
^  *

































































































Table 5.3: Observed confidence levels using the skewed unimodal distribution.
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Table 5.4: Observer confidence levels using strongly skewed distribution.








































































1 . 0 0 0 0
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1 . 0 0 0 0
0.5012
0 . 0 0 0 0
Table 5.5: Observed confidence levels using the kurtotic unimodal distribution.
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Table 5.6: Observed confidence levels using the outlier distribution.
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Figure 5.2: Normal distribution.
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Figure 5.4: Strongly skewed distribution.
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Figure 5.6: Outlier distribution.
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as good of an estimate for the observed confidence level as the bootstrap Studentized 
estimate of the observed confidence level for /?i.
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CHAPTER 6
FUTURE WORK
This work demonstrates the observed confidence levels for parameters for sim­
ple linear regression models and multiple regression models. These observed con­
fidence levels were computed using the ordinary, Studentized, hybrid, backwards 
(percentile), bias-corrected and accelerated bias-corrected critical points. The fu­
ture work for this project includes:
1. Computing observed confidence levels for multivariate, multiple regression pa­
rameters.
2. Computing observed confidence levels for nonlinear regression parameters.
3. Creating simulations of the observed confidence levels based on the accelerated 
bias-corrected critical point.
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APPENDIX
E CODE
The calculations and simulation that were performed in this paper were calcu­
lated using the R statistical computing environment.
Compost Data
This section demonstrates the R code that was used in the example in Section 3.4. 
To calculate the estimates of the regression parameter, the function in R is called lm 
for linear models. The following code calculates the estimates for the model
EGI = po + GiPi.
G I.fit<-lm (EGI~GI)
To calculate the observed confidence levels, a function was created for each 
a£ack, and b*tud. The following is the function to calculate dhyb.
g ib o o th y b < - fu n c t io n (d a ta , i , tv a l ,f i t ) {
Y s ta r< - f i t$ c o e f f ic ie n ts [1]+ f i t$ c o e f f ic ie n t s [2]* d a ta + f i t$ re s id u a ls [ i]  
f its ta r< -lm (Y s ta r~ d a ta )
i f ( 2 * f i t$ c o e f f i c i e n t s [2 ]- f i t s t a r $ c o e f f i c i e n t s [2]< tva l)
d e lta < - l
e lse  d e l ta  <-0
re tu rn (d e l ta )}
86
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This function is used with the bootstrap library. The library boot must be 
initiated first. Then the command
sum(boot(G I , s ta t is t ic = g ib o o th y b , R=10000, tv a l= l , f  it= lm . e g i ) $ t ) / 10000
will return a kyb for 0  =  P < 1 .
To compute a back, the function
g ib o o tp e rc < - fu n c t io n ( d a ta , i , tv a l ,f i t )  {
Y s ta r< - f i t$ c o e f f [1]+ f i t$ c o e f f [2 ]* d a ta + f it$ re s id u a ls [ i]  
f its ta r< -lm (Y s ta r~ d a ta )
i f ( f i t s t a r $ c o e f f [2] < tv a l)  d e lta = l e lse  delta=0 
r e tu r n ( d e l ta ) }
is used. Then
sum(boot(G I , s ta t i s t ic = g ib o o tp e r c ,R=10000, tv a l= l , f i t= lm . e g i ) $ t ) / 10000
will result in dback. To compute d*tud, a* has to be calculated. Thus the function is
g ib o o ts tu d < - fu n c t io n (d a ta ,i , tv a l , f i t )  {
Y s ta r< - f i t$ c o e f f [1]+ f i t$ c o e f f [2 ]* d a ta + f it$ re s id u a ls [ i]  
f its ta r< -lm (Y s ta r~ d a ta )
sh a t <- s u m (f it$ re s id u a ls '" 2 ) / le n g th (f i t$ re s id u a ls )  
s h a ts ta r< - s u m ( f i ts ta r$ r e s id u a ls ~ 2 ) / le n g th ( f i ts ta r$ re s id u a ls )  
i f ( f i t $ c o e f f [2 ]- s h a t* ( f i t s ta r $ c o e f f  [2 ]- f i t $ c o e f f [2 ]) /s h a ts ta r < tv a l )  
d e lta = l e ls e  delta= 0 
r e tu r n ( d e l ta ) }.
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Then
sum(boot(GI, s t a t i s t i c = g i b o o t h y b , R=10000, t v a l = l , f i t = l m . e g i ) $ t ) /10000  
will result in d*tud.
Tree Data
The following code calculates the regression model for each tree type from the 
example in Section 4.4.
lm.maple<-lm(time.maple. sim~diam.maple. sim) 
lm.oak<-lm(time. oak. sim~diam. oak. sim) 
lm.birch<-lm(t ime.birch.s im~diam.birch.s im)
th a t< -m a tr ix (c ( lm .m a p le $ co e f f ic ie n t s [ 2 ] , l m . o a k $ c o e f f i c i e n t s [2],  
l m . b i r c h $ c o e f f i c i e n t s [ 2 ] ) , 3 , 1 )
Recall that the variance for n x(5 was
i 0 0
0 <^7<2 0
0 0 <Ts/ t
This is the code to calculate ET.
sigma.maple<-sum(lm.maple$residuals  ~2) / length(d iam .maple. sim) 
sigma.oak<-sum(lm.oak$residuals~2)/length(diam.oak.sim)  
s igma.birch<-sum(lm.b irch$res iduals~2) / length(diam.birch.s im)  
sdx.maple<-sd(diam.maple. s im )* sq r t ( (length(diam.maple . s im ) - l )  
/ l en g th (d ia m .maple. s im))
sdx.oak<-sd(d iam.oak.s im)*sqrt( ( length(diam.oak.s im)-1)
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/ l ength(d iam .oak .s im ))
sd x .b irch< -sd (d iam .b irch .s im )*sq r t ( ( l en g th (d iam .b irch .s im )- l )
/ len g th (d ia m .b irch .s im ))
S x .tree<-m atr ix ( 0 ,3 ,3 )
S x .t r e e  [ 1 , 1 ] <-sigma.maple/sdx.maple"2 
S x .t r e e  [ 2 , 2 ] <-sigma. oak /sdx . oak~2 
S x .t r e e  [ 3 , 3 ] <-sigma.b ir c h / s d x .birch~2
The singular-value decomposition of E^ is calculated to get E ^ 2. 
svdSx. tree< -sv d (S x .tree )
s rS x . tree< -svd Sx . t r e e $ u 0/ o * % s q r t  (d iag(svdSx. t r e e $ d ) ) °/0* °/o t (svdSx. tree$u)
The normal approximation of qSUki can be calculated using numerical integration 
based on the multivariate standard normal density. This can also be calculated as 
follows: Let . . . ,  Z / be a set of independent and identically distributed random 
variables from a multivariate normal density with mean vector 03 and covariance 
matrix I3. Then for this study




e n'/2E;1/2(/3 -  et)]
b
b-'Y ,i\P -n~1/2v lJ2z; e e k]





Zt<-matrix( 0 , 3 , b) 
for  (1 in  l:b )
{
Zt [ , i ]  < - th a t - ( s rS x .  tree%*°/0Z [, i ]  ) / s q r t  (n) 
i f  ( (Zt [1, i ]  <Zt [2, i ]  )&&(Zt [2, i ]  <Zt [3, i ] ))  k o u n t [ l , l ] < -  k o u n t [ l , l ]  +1
i f  ( (Zt [ 1 , i]<Zt [ 3 , i ]  )&&(Zt [ 3 , i]<Zt [ 2 , i ]  ) )  k o u n t [ l , 2 ]< -  k ou n t[ l ,2 ]  +1
i f ( (Z t [ 2 , i ] < Z t [ 1 , i])&&(Zt[ 1 , i ] < Z t [ 3 , i ] ) )  k o u n t [ l ,3 ]< -  k ou n t[ l ,3 ]  +1
i f ( (Z t [ 2 , i ] < Z t [ 3 , i])&&(Zt[ 3 , i ] < Z t [ 1 , i ] ) )  k o u n t [ l , 4 ]< -  k ou n t[ l ,4 ]  +1
i f ( ( Z t [ 3 , i ] < Z t [ l , i ] ) & & ( Z t [ l , i ] < Z t [ 2 , i ] ) )  k o u n t [ l ,5 ]< -  k ou n t [ l ,5 ]  +1
i f  ((Zt [3, i ]  <Zt [2, i ]  )&&(Zt [2, i ]  <Zt [1, i]  ) )  k o u n t [ l , 6 ]< -  k ou n t[ l ,6 ]  +1
>
where each column of kount represents one of the six regions. Then dstud is calculated 
by
alpha. stud<-kount /b .
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To calculate b*tud, the data was combined into a matrix [W : X]  where W  and 
X  are defined in Equations (4.4.1) and (4.4.1) respectively. Then
The following is the bootstrap function that calculates this approximation.
boots tu d .t r e e < - fu n c t io n (d a ta , i , f  i t )
{
Y s t a r < - f i t $ c o e f f i c i e n t s [1 ]* d a ta [ , 1 ] + f i t $ c o e f f i c i e n t s [2 ]* d a t a [ ,2]+ 
f i t $ c o e f f i c i e n t s [3 ]* d a t a [ , 3 ] + f i t $ c o e f f i c i e n t s [4 ]*d ata [ ,4] + 
f i t $ c o e f f i c i e n t s [5 ]* d a t a [ , 5 ] + f i t $ c o e f f i c i e n t s [ 6 ]*data[,6] + 
f i t $ r e s i d u a l s [ i ]
f i t s tar<- lm (Y star"0+d ata[ , 1 ] +data[ , 2 ] +data[ , 3 ] +data[,4] +data[,5]  
+ d a ta [ ,6 ] )
t s t a r < - m a t r i x ( c ( f i t s t a r S c o e f f i c i e n t s [ 4 ] , f i t s t a r $ c o e f f i c i e n t s [5] ,  
f i t s t a r $ c o e f f i c i e n t s [ 6 ] ) , 3 , 1 )
res .maplec-matrix(0 ,2 0 ,1 )  
r e s . oak<-matrix( 0 ,2 0 ,1 )  
r e s .b irch<-matr ix(0 ,2 0 ,1 )
for  (j in  1:20)
b
b
b-1 -  s f 2^ 1/2'(/3* -  p) e ej.
i = l
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{
r e s .m a p le [ j , 1 ] < - f i t s t a r $ r e s i d u a l s [ j ]  
r e s .o a k [ j , 1 ] < - f i t s t a r $ r e s id u a l s [ j + 2 0 ]  
r e s . b i r c h [ j , 1 ] < - f i t s t a r $ r e s i d u a l s [j +40]
>
shat.maple<-sum(res,maple~2)/20  
s h a t . oak<-sum(res. oak~2)/20  
shat .b irch<-sum (res .b irch~2) /20
Sxstar<-matr ix(0 ,3 ,3 )
Sxstar [1,1]  <-shat .maple/sdx.maple~2  
S x s t a r [ 2 , 2 ] < - s h a t . oak/sdx . oak~2 
S x s t a r [ 3 , 3 ] < - s h a t .b ir c h / s d x .birch~2  
svdSxstar<-svd(Sxstar)
srSxstar<-svdSxstar$u7„*7oSqrt (diag(svdSxstar$d)  )7.*%t (svdSxstar$u)
ttheta<-that-srSx7o*7oSolve (srSxstar)7.*7o(tstar-that)
de lta<-0
i f ( ( t t h e t a [ 1 , ] < t t h e t a [ 2 , ] ) & & ( t t h e t a [ 2 , ] < t t h e t a [ 3 , ] ) )  d e l t a < - l  
i f ( ( t t h e t a [ 1 , ] < t t h e t a [ 3 , ] )&&( t t h e t a [ 3 , ] < t th e ta [2 , ]  ) )  de l ta<-2  
i f ( ( t t h e t a [ 2 , ] < t t h e t a [ l , ] )&&( t t h e t a [ l , ] < t t h e t a [ 3 , ] ) )  de l ta<-3  
i f ( ( t t h e t a [ 2 , ] < t t h e t a [ 3 , ] )&&( t t h e t a [ 3 , ] < t t h e t a [ l , ] ) )  de l ta< -4  
i f ( ( t t h e t a [ 3 , ] < t t h e t a [ l ,])&&( t t h e t a [ 1 , ] < t t h e t a [ 2 , ] ) )  de l ta<-5  
i f ( ( t t h e t a [ 3 , ] < t t h e t a [ 2 , ] )&&( t t h e t a [ 2 , ] < t t h e t a [ l , ] ) )  de l ta<-6





t a b l e ( b o o t ( t r e e , s ta t i s t i c = b o o ts t u d . t r e e ,R = 1 0 0 0 , f i t = lm . t r e e 2 ) $ t ) /1 0 0 0
will return a table for the observed confidence level for each of the six regions.
To calculate a byb we use
« h yb (O fc )  =  I 1/2 hn(t)dt
Jn i/2£-1/2(/3-0fc)




The following bootstrap function calculates this observed confidence interval.
b o o t h y b . t r e e < - f u n c t i o n ( d a t a , i , f i t )
{
Y s t a r < - f i t $ c o e f f i c i e n t s [1 ]* d a t a [ , 1 ]+ f i t $ c o e f f i c i e n t s [2 ]* d a t a [ ,2 ] + 
f i t $ c o e f f i c i e n t s [3 ]* d a t a [ , 3 ] + f i t $ c o e f f i c i e n t s [4 ]* d a t a [ ,4 ]+ 
f i t $ c o e f f i c i e n t s [5 ]*d a ta [ , 5 ] + f i t $ c o e f f i c i e n t s [6 ]* d a t a [ ,6]+ 
f i t $ r e s i d u a l s [ i ]
f i t s ta r< - lm (Y s ta r ~ 0 + d a ta [ ,1 ]+ d a ta [ ,2 ] + d a ta [ ,3 ]+ d a ta [ ,4 ] + d a ta [ ,5 ]+ 
d a t a [ , 6 ] )
t s t a r < - m a t r i x ( c ( f i t s t a r $ c o e f f i c i e n t s [ 4 ] , f i t s t a r $ c o e f f i c i e n t s [5] ,
f i t s t a r $ c o e f f i c i e n t s [ 6 ] ) , 3 , 1 )
t t h e t a < - 2 * t h a t - t s t a r
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d e l t a < - 0
i f ( ( t t h e t a [ 1 , ] < t t h e t a [ 2 , ] )&&( t t h e t a [ 2 , ] < t t h e t a [ 3 , ] ) )  d e l ta < - l  
i f ( ( t t h e t a [ 1 , ] < t t h e t a [ 3 , ] )&&( t t h e t a [ 3 , ] < t t h e t a [ 2 , ] ) )  de lta<-2  
i f ( ( t t h e t a [ 2 , ] < t t h e t a [ l ,])&&( t t h e t a [ 1 , ] < t t h e t a [ 3 , ] ) )  de l ta<-3  
i f ( ( t t h e t a [ 2 , ] < t t h e t a [ 3 ,3)&&( t t h e t a [ 3 , ] < t t h e t a [ l , ] ) )  de l ta<-4  
i f ( ( t t h e t a [ 3 , ] < t t h e t a [1,])&&( t t h e t a [ 1 , ] < t t h e t a [ 2 , ] ) )  delta<-5  
i f ( ( t t h e t a [ 3 , l  < t t h e t a [ 2 , ] )&&( t t h e t a [ 2 , ] < t t h e t a [ l , ] ) )  de l ta<-6  
return(d el ta )
}
Then the command
t a b l e ( b o o t ( t r e e , s t a t i s t i c = b o o t h y b . t r e e , R=1000, f  i t = l m . t r e e 2 ) $ t ) /1 0 0 0
will give a table of the observed confidence levels for each region.
The bootstrap approximation of the percentile method can be calculated by
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d a ta [ ,6 ] )
t s ta r c - m a t r ix ( c ( f i t s t a r $ c o e f f i c i e n t s [4] , f i t s t a r $ c o e f f i c i e n t s [5] , 
f i t s t a r $ c o e f f i c i e n t s [6 ]) ,3 ,1 )
d e lta< -0
i f ( ( t s t a r [ 1 , ] < t s t a r [2,])&&( t s t a r [ 2 , ] c t s t a r [3,] ) d e l ta c -1
i f ( ( t s t a r [ 1 , ] < t s t a r [3,])&&( t s t a r [ 3 , ] < t s t a r [2,] ) deltaC-2
i f  ( ( t s t a r  [2,]  < t s tar  [1 ,]  )&&( t s t a r  [1,]  c t s t a r  [3,] ) deltaC-3
i f ( ( t s t a r [ 2 , ] < t s t a r [3, ] )  &&( t s t a r [ 3 , ] c t s t a r [1,] ) deltaC-4
i f ( ( t s t a r [ 3 , ] c t s t a r [1,])&&( t s t a r [ 1 , ] c t s t a r [2 J ) deltaC-5
i f ( ( t s t a r [ 3 , ] c t s t a r [2,])&&( t s t a r [ 2 , ] c t s t a r [ 1 J ) deltaC-6
return(d e l ta )
>
Then the command
ta b le (b o o t( tre e ,s ta t is t ic = b o o tp e rc .t re e ,R = 1 0 0 0 ,f i t= lm .tre e 2 )$ t) /1 0 0 0
will give a table of observed confidence levels.
R Code for Simulations
The observed confidence levels that were created from the simulations in Chap­
ter 5 utilized R. This appendix demonstrates some of the code that was used to 
calculate the observed confidence levels. The distributions of the random errors for 
the regression models come from Table 5.1. The code that is shown here will use 
the outlier distribution. These functions change depending on the distribution. The
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observed confidence levels are calculated using (0,1) as the confidence interval.
The following code calculates d ord for the sample size 6 and for f3 =  0.25.
c<-1000
t l < - 0
tu < - l
nm l<-m atr ix(0 ,c ,1) 
number<-5
x < -seq (0 , 1 , 1/number) 
sxc-s igmax(x , number) 
b e ta < - .25 
for  (j in  l : c )
-C
e < - ( 1 /1 0 )*rnorm(number+l)+(9 /1 0 ) *rnorm(number+l, 0 , ( 1 / 1 0 ) )
e<-e-mean(e)
y<-beta*x+e
in t<-b hat(x ,y )
r<-y-m ean(y)- (x -m ean(x))* in t[2] 
s igma<-shat(r , number)
U l < - s x * ( i n t [2 ] - t l ) * s q r t ( l e n g t h ( x ) ) / s i g m a  
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The following code is to calculate « stud for sample size n — 11 and f3 
c<-500
stud2<-matrix(0 , c , 1)
t l< - 0
tu < - l
b<-1000
l< - m a tr ix (0 ,b ,2) 
t < - c ( l : b )  
z < - c ( l : b )  
a < -c ( l :b )  
number<-10 
x < - s e q ( 0 ,1 , 1/number) 
sx<-sigmax(x,number) 
b eta < -0 .5 
for  (j in  l : c )
{
e < - ( 1 /1 0 ) *rnorm(number+l)+ ( 9 /1 0 )*rnorm(number+l, 0 , ( 1 / 1 0 ) )
e<-e-mean(e)
y<-beta*x+e
y . lm<- lm(y~x)
r < - y . lm$residuals
betahat<-y . l m $ c o e f f i c i e n t s [2]
s igma<-shat(r , number)
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#Re sampling 
for  ( i  in  l :b )
{
e s t a r < - ( 1 / 1 0 ) *rnorin(number+l)+ ( 9 / 1 0 ) *rnorm(number+l, 0 , ( 1 / 1 0 ) )  
estar<-estar-mean(estar)  
y<-beta*x+estar  
1 [ i , ] < -b h at (x , y)
rstar<-y -m ean(y ) - (x -m ean(x ) )*1 [ i ,2] 
s igm ahat<-shat(rs tar , number) 
t [ i ]< -b e tah at - s igm a/s igm ah at* ( 1 [ i , 2 ] -betahat)  
i f  ( t [ i ] > = t l )  z [ i ] < - l  e l s e  z [ i ] < - 0  
i f  ( t [ i ] > = t u )  a [ i ] < - l  e l s e  a [ i ] < - 0  
}
s tud2[j]<-sum(z) /b-sum(a)/b  
>
mstud2<-mean( stud2)
The following code is to calculate d*tU(1 for sample size n = 26 and 6 =
c<-500
b<-1000
l< -m a tr ix ( 0 , b ,2)  
t < - c ( l : b )  
t l< - 0  
tu <- l
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z < -c ( l : b )  
a < -c ( l :b )
studboot3<-matrix( 0 , c ,1)
number<-25
x<-seq( 0 , 1 , 1/number)
sx<-sigmax(x,number)
b e t a < - l .0
for  (j in  l : c )
{




r < - y . lm$residuals
be tah at<-y . lm$coeff i c i e n t s  [2]
s igma<-shat(r , number)
#Resampling for  Bootstrap Studentzied  
for  ( i  in  l :b )
{
estar< -sam ple (r , replace=T) 
estar<-estar-m ean(estar)  
y<-beta*x+estar  
1 [ i , ] < - b h a t ( x ,y )
rstar<-y-mean(y)- (x-mean(x)) *1 [ i ,2]
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s igmah.at<-shat(rstar, number) 
t [ i ]< -b e tah at- s igm a/s igm ah at* ( 1 [ i , 2 ] -betahat)  
i f  ( t [ i ] > = t l )  z [ i ] < - l  e l s e  z [ i ] < - 0  
i f  ( t [ i ] > = t u )  a [ i ] < - l  e l s e  a [ i ] < - 0  
>
s tudboot3[j ]<-sum(z) /b-sum(a) /b  
>
mstudboot3<-mean( studboot3)
The following code calculates d byb for sample size n = 51 and (3 = 1
c<-500 
b<-1000 
t l < - 0  
tu < - l  
z < - c ( l : b )  
a < - c ( l :b )  
l < - m a t r ix ( 0 ,b ,2) 
t < - c ( l : b )
hyb4<-matrix( 0 , c ,1) 
number<-50 
x < - s e q ( 0 , 1 , 1/number) 
sx<-s igmax(x, number) 
b e t a < - l .5 
for  (j in  l : c )
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{




r < - y . lm$residuals
be tah at< -y . l m $ c o e f f i c i e n t s [2]
s igm a<-shat(r , number)
#Resampling 
for  ( i  in l :b )
{
estar<-sample(r ,replace=T)  
estar<-estar-mean(estar)  
y<-beta*x+estar  
1 [ i , ] <-bhat(x ,y)
i f  ( 2 * b e t a h a t - l [ i , 2 ] >=tl )  z [ i ] < - l  e l s e  z [ i ] < - 0  
i f  ( 2 * b e t a h a t - l [ i , 2 ] >=tu) a [ i ] < - l  e l s e  a [ i ] < - 0  
>
hyb4[j]<-sum(z) /b-sum(a)/b  
>
mhyb4<-mean(hyb4)
The following code calculates dback for sample size n — 6 and (3 =  0.25. 
c<-500
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b<-1000
t l< - 0
tu < - l
z < -c ( l : b )
a < -c ( l :b )
l< -m atr ix ( 0 , b ,2)
b a c k l< -m a tr ix (0 ,c ,1)
number<-5
x < - s e q ( 0 ,1 , 1/number) 
sxc-s igm ax(x , number) 
b eta< -0 .25 
for  (j in  l : c )
{




r < - y . lm$residuals
#observed confidence l e v e l  for  backward 
for  ( i  in  1:b)
{
es tar<-sam ple(r , replace=T)
estarc -es tar-m ean (estar)
y<-beta*x+estar
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1 [ i , ] <-bhat(x ,y)
i f  ( t u > = l [ i , 2 ] )  z [ i ] < - l  e l s e  z [ i ] < - 0  
i f  ( t l > = l [ i , 2 ] )  a [ i ] < - l  e l s e  a [ i ] < - 0  
}
backl[ j ]< -sum (z) /b-sum (a) /b  
}
mbackl<-mean(backl)
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